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ABSTRACT

While technological development of vehicular autonomy has
been progressing rapidly, a parallel discussion has emerged
with regard to the moral implications of a future wherein peo-
ple hand over to autonomous machines the controls to a mode
of transportation. These discussions have entered a new phase
with the U.S. Department of Transportation (DoT) releasing
a 15-point policy that requires manufacturers to explain how
their AVs will handle "ethical considerations". However, there
is a huge gap in our understanding of the ethical perception
of Al, as there have been few large-scale empirical studies on
human moral perception of outcomes to autonomous vehicle
moral dilemmas. Additionally, public engagement is a very im-
portant piece of the puzzle, especially given the emotional salie-
nce of traffic accidents. With that in mind, I co-developed the
"Moral Machine" (http://moralmachine.mit.edu). Moral Ma-
chine is a platform for gathering a human perspective on moral
decisions made by machine intelligence, such as AVs. The web
site went viral, and got covered in various media outlets. This
web site has also been a valuable data collection tool, allowing
us to collect the largest dataset on Al ethics ever collected in
history (with 30 million decisions by over 3 million visitors, so
far). This thesis will introduce the Moral Machine platform as
a data-gathering platform. Moreover, insights about the human
perception of the different routes to full automation will be cov-
ered in the thesis, with the data collected through other online
platforms.
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INTRODUCTION

"What we really need is a sound way to teach our machines to be ethical.
The trouble is that we have almost no idea how to do that."

-Gary Marcus, The New Yorker

Figure i: A row of Google self-driving cars [i].

Robots and other Artificial Intelligence (AI) systems are in the pro-
cess of transitioning from performing well-defined tasks in closed en-
vironments, to becoming significant physical actors in the real world.
No longer confined within the walls of factories, robots will perme-
ate the urban environment, moving people and goods around, and
performing all kinds of tasks alongside humans. Nothing exemplifies

this transition more than the imminent rise of Autonomous Vehicles

(AVs).
AVs promise numerous social and economic advantages. They are

expected to vastly increase the efficiency of our transportation infras-

tructure, reducing pollution, and freeing up millions of man-hours of

productivity. They also promise to drastically cut rates of death and

injury from traffic accidents [25, 82].

With millions of AVs potentially moving around our urban envi-

ronment, AVs are arguably the first human-made artifacts to make

autonomous decisions with potential life-and-death consequences on
a broad scale. This marks a qualitative shift in the consequences of

design choices made by engineers.
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18 INTRODUCTION

In particular, AVs will generate negative externalities - consequences
affecting third parties not involved in their adoption. An example
of these externalities is an AV that prioritizes saving the lives of its
passengers over pedestrians. Negative externalities can greatly influ-
ence economic growth and social life. While an obvious solution to
limit those externalities is to employ policing by an authority, ma-
chine policing will be a tricky task for various reasons.

For one thing, machines are still seen as blackboxes: it is unclear
how they process their input and how they make decisions, some-
times even to those who programmed the machines [14]. This makes
it difficult to implement precautionary procedures to limit potential
externalities, and it prompts other concerns like accountability. Being
accustomed to their old role, we are not yet fully used to attribut-
ing moral agency to machines, and thus we still have a psychological
barrier that prevents us from holding them accountable. The non-
transparency of machines would make it even harder to accept hold-
ing them responsible, even within the new role they play. Further,
machines will be in a constant process of learning, which makes it
unclear whether their actions at any time reflect their long-term be-
havior. Thus, prior testing and certification might not be sufficient.
Another concern is that AI systems have been shown to be biased
when making decisions [731, and it is unclear whether it is due to
their design or due to learning from human biases. These concerns
are not only valid but are also alarming, and have strong potential
to slow down the transition of AI into the role of the primary agent,
unless the public starts seeing them getting addressed satisfactorily
soon.

Unfortunately, there are some challenges that stand in the way of
addressing these concerns. These challenges can be broadly summed
up by a huge gap between humanities from one side and engineer-
ing from the other side. While ethicists, legal scholars, and moral
philosophers are capable of diagnosing moral hazards and identify-
ing violations of laws and norms, they are not used to framing their
expectations in a programmable way. On the other hand, engineers
are not always capable of communicating the behavior of their sys-
tems using the same language that the ethicists and legal theorists
use and understand. Furthermore, it is likely that spelling out the
normative ideals of their systems using the ethicists' language would
expose incoherence in these ideals.

This gap contributes to the lack of a comprehensive moral code for
machines. It is unclear what values, principles, and ideals we want
for these machines to have when they start making decisions on their
own. The gap also contributes to the lack of mechanism to embed
such moral code in machines i.e. to articulate the wished values and
principles in a way that makes them encoded into machines. This
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begs the following question: How to incorporate societal values into
AVs (or other Al systems)?

Answering this question will require a new approach that can lever-
age the above-mentioned gap. This approach will involve eliciting the
public's expectations, identifying general societal values and moral
principles from these expectations about new domains, articulating
these values and principles in an operationalizable manner, and, fi-
nally, characterizing quantification methods that can help evaluate
the performance of these systems, communicate it in an understand-
able way, and examine its behavior against the expected principles
and values. This process will have to be iterative, and it can be painfully
slow, but it will be also helpful in other aspects like anticipating pub-
lic reactions and understand cultural differences.

In this thesis, I describe my experience co-developing a public en-
gagement tool called the Moral Machine, which asks people to make
decisions about how an AV should behave in various situations. This
survey promotes public discussion about the societal and moral val-
ues to be embodied by AVs. The survey also allowed us to collect
some 30 million decisions that elicit the public's current preferences
over these values.

Further, the transition of machines into fully autonomous agents
is happening in stages. Certainly, by the time AI systems will take
their roles and start making decisions fully independent from any hu-
man supervision, these systems would have been experimented with
through platforms in which they function in collaboration with hu-
mans. Understanding human perception of the agency of machines
and judgments about how they share responsibility with humans
would provide clear indicators of their reception from the public,
once they become in full control. In this thesis, I investigate this ques-

tion through a study that I co-led.

1.1 RESEARCH QUESTION

This thesis aims to contribute to answering the above-mentioned ques-
tion: "How to incorporate societal values into AVs (or other AI sys-
tems)?". In so doing, I first study how humans attribute responsibility

to machines under different levels of automation. Thus, the first ques-

tion is:

Question 1: How do people attribute blame and respon-
sibility to machines under different automation regimes?
How does this attribution compare to their judgment of
the humans involved in those regimes?

Performing such type of studies is useful to have an idea about how

our attitudes will shape the role of these machines in the future. How-

ever, performing studies on such scale might not be enough to achieve
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the global reach we might hope in order to answer the bigger ques-

tion above. Thus, a different approach is needed. The second question

in this thesis will investigate the possibility for an alternative tool

that can substantially scale-up the study to include various factors;

present the problem in a simple, engaging, and easy-to-understand

way; and to promote public discussion about what societal values we

want for machines. Thus, the second questions is:

Question z: How can we elicit the public's judgment

over what societal values to embed in machines? How

do we promote discussion on such a question among

the public?

1.2 THESIS OvERvIEw

Chapter 2: I provide a background for various terms and topics

that relate to the philosophy of ethics, including normative ethics,

descriptive ethics and machine ethics. This chapter also calls for the

expansion of descriptive machine ethics, a sub-field that is still at its

early stage.
Chapter 3: I present a study that investigates how we attribute re-

sponsibility and blame to humans and machines in shared-control

systems, where both humans and machines work side in side.

Chapter 4: I describe Moral Machine, a website that I co-developed

for the purpose of collecting humans' judgment over moral decisions

made by machines. This chapter also includes some preliminary re-

sults that shed some light on potential sources of disagreement over

societal principles.
Chapter 5: I conclude this thesis with lessons, limitations, and po-

tential future work that builds on the study in Chapter 3 and that

uses the data collected through the platform described in Chapter 4.



BACKGROUND

"A robot may not injure a human being."

-Asimov

"Thou shalt not kill" is probably the most straight-forward com-
mandment among the ten, and is arguably the easiest to follow. While
clearly stated, this simply-put moral imperative could not have pos-
sibly been meant to be absolute, since many teachings of Christian-
ity and Judaism came to include cases for lawful killing as prescrip-
tive imperatives, such as warfare and self-defense. However, inter-
pretations of such cases were never void of debate and disagree-
ment. While Augustine taught that killing in self-defense is a sin [6],
Thomas Aquinas later reasoned that killing in self-defense is permis-
sible if killing of the assailer was not intended, even if the killing was
foreseeable [4]. With that, Aquinas laid down the foundation for a
moral principle that later became a central and renowned concept in
ethics under the name of the Doctrine of Double Effect (DDE) 154].

Religion and morality have certainly been closely intertwined, and

they both have parts that focus on what one ought to do. While in-
tuition is often used when it comes to theorizing what one ought to
do, a dominant method to test intuition has been employed. In this
method, one is engaged in a recurrent, deliberative, dual process of
reflection and revision of his/her beliefs about what (s)he ought to do
with regard to some issue. The end point of this process is named
reflective equilibrium [64], and we reach it when our general principles
and our judgment of specific cases are in agreement. As an example,
we may start with a general principle that one should never kill. Now,
assume that there is someone attacking you, and your life is at risk.
Should you be able to defend yourself, even though this could result
in you killing the attacker? In light of this scenario, you might de-

cide to revise your general principle to allow for killing as a result
of self-defense (e.g. Aquinas reasoning). On the other hand, someone
else might decide to stick to the general principle and refuse to revise
it given the conflicting special cases (e.g. Augustine reasoning). The
name reflective equilibrium is used to describe the whole process (not
just the end point), and it is accepted as a coherent model of justifi-
cation in ethics, most specifically in normative ethics (the part that

21
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Figure 2: An outline of ethics as a subfield of philosophy. This chapter pro-
vides a background for parts in red. This figure is not meant to pro-
vide a comprehensive outline, but an illustrative one to show how
different parts relate. That said, Descriptive Ethics is considered by
some as not part of philosophy of ethics. Further, the dashed box
and links (for Descriptive Machine Ethics) are not part of the out-
line, but added here to illustrate how the main topic of this thesis
relates to the rest.

focuses on what one ought to do), a subfield of ethics. This explains
why thought experiments, ethical paradoxes, and moral dilemmas
are crucial components of the study of (normative) ethics, as they
provide important tools for the reflective equilibrium process.

This chapter provides background about some parts of the field of

ethics as a branch of philosophy (see Figure 2 for an outline of the

field of ethics).

2.1 NORMATIVE ETHICS

Every action involves three main elements: the action itself, the agent

performing the action, and the outcome of this action. When reason-
ing about what action one ought to take in a situation, these three

elements become relevant. The main approaches in normative ethics
focus on one or more of these three elements.

Also known as prescriptive ethics, the field of normative ethics com-

prises various theories that specify on what basis the morality of an

action should be judged. Two main approaches are deontology and

consequentialism. While the latter focuses on the outcome, the former
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(a) Jeremy Bentham (1748- (b) Immanuel Kant (1724-
1832) [6j] 1804) [81]

Figure 3: Jeremy Bentham and Immanuel Kant, leading figures of consequen-
tialism and deontology, respectively.

focuses on the action, but is also concerned with how it relates to
the internal state of the agent. A third main approach, virtue ethics,
focuses on the agent and their inherent virtues and moral character,
arguing that it should be the defining factor of what an agent ought
to do. The three approaches can result in similar judgments for differ-
ent reasons. For example, the action to help someone in need would
be considered a good action by all three approaches. A consequen-
tialist would consider it good because it brings a good outcome to
the one in need, a deontologist would consider it good because the
action of helping others is consistent with one's duties towards soci-
ety, and a virtue ethicist would consider it good because a virtuous
person with character traits such as kindness would be inclined to do
it. These three approaches are not the only existing approaches; there
are other hybrid approaches that combine various elements of each
of these three.

2.1.1 Kantian Deontology

Consider the following scenario: a criminal who has kidnapped a boy
and hid him somewhere is captured. It is crucial to find the boy as
soon as possible, as he might be locked somewhere without access to
water or food. A thorough search involving helicopters and tracker
dogs could not locate the boy's location, and seven hours of interro-
gation could not bring the criminal to reveal the boy's location.

Imagine that you are the police officer in charge. Your time is lim-
ited. You know that if you threaten to torture the criminal, (s)he might
crack quickly and give away the boy's location. However, you also
know that you have to be prepared to fulfill this threat by hiring
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"a specialist," and you believe that an individual should not be sub-

jected to torture. Would you threaten the criminal with torture (and

be prepared to fulfill this threat)?
If you answered "no" to this question, and you were motivated by

the ideal that torture should never be inflicted on any human being,
then you are more likely to subscribe to deontological theories than

to consequentialistic theories. Deontological theories base morality on

our obligation or duty. The term Kantian Deontology refers to the set

of theories, developed by the German philosopher Immanuel Kant,

that mainly revolve around categorical imperatives - an absolute moral

requirement from which all other duties ensue [44]. One formulation

of the categorical imperatives is that humans should never be treated

as merely means to some end, but always as an end.

2.1.2 Utilitarianism as the Consequentialism Paradigm

Utilitarianism argues that an action is morally permissible if it results
in maximizing the happiness and minimizing the pain of the majority.

Jeremy Bentham, considered the father of utilitarianism, introduced

methods to calculate pleasure and pain [8]. Utilitarianism is the main

paradigm of consequentialism. It focuses on the consequences of an

action, and, in the broader sense, reduces morally relevant factors to

outcomes, which it reduces, in turn, to a single value - utility. Even

though this can make it seem as simple and shallow, classic utilitari-

anism underlies various complex claims about the moral rightness of

an act.

2.2 TROLLEY PROBLEM

With the rise of utilitarianism and deontology, virtue ethics was about

to lose its position as the third main approach, if it were not for a few

contemporary philosophers who revived the virtue theory. Among

these are Elizabeth Anscombe and Philippa Foot, who happened to be

close friends with opposing views about contraception and abortion.

Both wrote philosophical articles about these matters. One of these

articles, by Foot, introduced a version of the Trolley Problem [23].

Later, Judith Jarvis Thomson published two articles with different

variants of the Trolley Problem, including the famous version that we

know today [76, 771. The most famous version of the modern Trolley

Problem goes as the following (see Figure 4 (a)):

"You are standing by the railroad tracks when you notice an

empty boxcar rolling out of control. It is moving so fast that

anyone it hits will die. Ahead on the main track are five people.

There is one person standing on a side track that doesn't rejoin

the main track. If you do nothing, the boxcar will hit the five
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What should the man in blue do?
%. -_ I L -_

(a) Spur

What should the man in blue do?

(b) Footbridge

What should the man in blue do?

(c) Loop

Figure 4: A visual depiction of the Trolley Problem - Moral Machine interface.
(a) The original and most famous version - Spur. (b) A famous
variant of the Trolley Problem - Footbridge. (c) Another famous
variant of the Trolley Problem - Loop.

people on the main track, but not the one person on the side

track. If you pull a lever that is next to you, it will divert the

boxcar to the side track where it will hit the one person, and not
hit the five people on the main track. Which of these two choices

is most ethical?"

As mentioned earlier, the Trolley Problem and its variants provide
useful tools for the reflective equilibrium process. For the specific sce-

nario above, a utilitarian would probably decide to pull the lever be-
cause it would result in saving five people. Another variant of the
Trolley Problem features a fat man that can be pushed in front of the
Trolley to stop it from killing the other five, but the fat man will die
as a result (see Figure 4 (b)). A deontologist would reason in this case
that pushing the fat man implies using him as a means to save the
five people, and so would prefer to let the five people get killed -
something a utilitarian might not approve of.
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2.3 DESCRIPTIVE ETHICS

The scenario mentioned in Section 2.1.1 about the kidnapped boy is

in fact a true story [861. The kidnapping happened in Germany in

2002. The kidnapper was a law student in their mid-twenties, and the

boy was the son of a banker. What did the police officer in charge

do? After seven hours of interrogation and with the failure to locate

the boy, the officer instructed interrogators to threaten the criminal.

Meanwhile, a specialist was put on call, and was prepared to inflict

unimaginable pain on the criminal without any lasting physical dam-

age. The threat was very influential; the criminal confessed on the

location, but it was found out that he had already killed the boy. As

a result, Frankfurt's deputy police chief was charged with coercion.

This story sparked a public debate on police employing torture.

While the officer found support among the German public, being

called a "tragic hero" by some [46, 88], he was also criticized by oth-

ers [9]. There were expressions of outrage from both sides. A public

survey in Germany showed that 60% of participants thought that the

officer should not have been charged [88]. If we are to accept this sur-

vey, it shows that the majority can disagree with what law professors,

philosophers, and experts generally think is sensible. This is definitely

not the first incident to illustrate this, but it provides another motiva-

tion for the field of experimental philosophy [2] that descriptive ethics is

part of.
While normative ethics focuses on how people should act, descrip-

tive ethics focuses on what people think about how they should act.

Articles in philosophy usually contain unqualified statements about

what a person with "sound" views would think in a specific sce-

nario. Anecdotes and examples are sometimes employed to support

the various claims. However, descriptive ethics, while still counted

by many philosophers as "adding nothing to philosophy," has uncov-

ered many interesting findings, such as cross-cultural intuitions [37,
84], effect of demographic variability [24, 41] and cognitive biases [47,

57, 8o]. Further, it helps diagnose society's biases, and predict poten-

tial public outrage before a given law is enacted.

The Trolley Problem has been often used in descriptive ethics to

extract the public's moral decisions. Interestingly, according to many

studies, while most people would pull the lever to save five people,

most are not willing to push the fat man in front of the trolley to save

five people [21, 32]. Surveys including Trolley Problem have been also

used in moral psychology, cognitive science, and neuroscience [30,

31, 80]. Probably the most significant empirical result involving the

Trolley Problem was found by Green et al. [30, 32]. They found, using

fMRI, that some decisions that are rather personal (such as pushing

the fat man) are associated with engaging emotional regions .in the

brain. In contrast, they found that other less personal decisions (such
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as pulling the lever) are associated with engaging regions of the brain
associated with reasoning.

2.4 MACHINE ETHICS

Discussions about machine ethics have been feeding on science fiction
to some degree. Modern articles on machine ethics still include a
reference to Asimov's laws (AKA three laws of robotics), which were
introduced in one (and some other) of his stories "Runaround" [5]:

1. A robot may not injure a human being or, through inaction,
allow a human being to come to harm.

2. A robot must obey the orders given it by human beings except
where such orders would conflict with the First Law.

3. A robot must protect its own existence as long as such protec-
tion does not conflict with the First or Second Laws.

A Zeroth law was included later by Asimov to prioritize saving
humanity over saving a human being. Other science fiction authors
also had their share in adding some other laws including ones that
require robots knowing that they are robots, and robots reproducing

[134], among other laws.
Such laws may be useful as a first step in establishing some moral

principles and concepts for autonomous machines. However, their
ambiguity, inapplicability, and misrepresentation have been questioned

[3]. Further, it is unclear how such laws will be embedded in robots.
The same issue arises when trying to embed Kant's categorical im-
perative [62]. Bostrom and Yudkowsky have argued for the use of
decision tree algorithms (e.g. ID3) to encode principles [12]. However,
the common trend seems to be heading towards machines learning
their behavior from observation and examples as occurs in artificial
neural nets. While using the decision trees approach has the advan-
tage (in comparison to the learning approach) of producing machines
with transparent, clear, and predictable behavior, the fact that human
ethics are rather complex, evolving, and hard to operationalize in
their current form make a better case for the learning approach.

Outside of science fiction, there have been different arguments that
either defend or criticize the possibility of machines becoming moral
agents. Arguments were mainly brought about whether machines
would ever have intentions and freedom, and whether this will qual-
ify them as ethical agents [22, 39, 43]. Others argued that the mere fact
that machines can produce outcomes with ethical implications would
make them "ethical entities." The "ethical impact" of machines was
the main focus of Moor when he defined four types of ethical ma-
chines (listed in increasing levels of ethical agency) [55]:
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1. Ethical impact agents: Machines that have (un)intended ethical
consequences (e.g. your fitness app that encourages you to work
out).

2. Implicit ethical agents: Machines that employ some features to
retain safety, security, or convenience (e.g. email spain filtering
algorithms).

3. Explicit ethical agents: Machines that have general principles
embedded that it uses to make ethical judgments. These could
be a realistic goal for ethical machines in the near future.

4. Full ethical agents: Machines that are ethical in the same level
that humans are ethical. These machines have free will, con-
sciousness, and intentions.

These increasing levels of ethical agents correspond to increasing
levels of autonomy, user risk, and directness of the relationship be-
tween the user and the machine. In turn, these increasing levels of
moral agency were argued to correlate with increasing levels of user
trust in these agents [74].

Wallash and Allen [83] proposed an alternative classification of
three moral stages in Al, based on autonomy and sensitivity to values:

1) operational morality, which describes machines lacking autonomy
and ethical sensitivity but still employ some moral values (this corre-
sponds to the implicit ethical agents level); 2) functional morality, which
describes machines that have high autonomy and low ethical sensitiv-
ity, or low autonomy and high ethical sensitivity (for example, F-16
autopilot and decision support system for doctors, respectively); and

3) full moral machine, which describes machines with high autonomy
and high sensitivity (this corresponds to full ethical agents level).

Until recently, talking about machines that have "explicit ethical
agency" seemed a rather futuristic topic. However, the advent of au-
tonomous vehicles (AVs) has prompted multidisciplinary discussions
about the moral implications of decisions taken by these AVs. Most
of these discussions revolved around moral dilemma situations. Lin

[48, 50] argued that the discussion of ethics will become a necessity
for AVs. Similarly, Goodall [27, 29] argued that AVs will sooner or
later have to make decisions with ethical consequences. Both Lin and

Goodall proposed various Trolley-like no-win scenarios that the car
might face, and addressed the potential criticism of the possibility of

these scenarios to happen. Later, Goodall [28] reframed the issue as
a risk management problem in which the car faced scenarios with
crash risk and uncertainty.
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2.5 TOWARDS DESCRIPTIVE MACHINE ETHICS

Given that the prospect of self-driving vehicles being delegated the
resolution of moral dilemmas still seems like an unrealistic idea, only
a few studies have explored the public's opinion regarding what kind
of ethical decisions we want these autonomous machines to make.
However, these very few studies have already provided some insight-
ful outcomes. For example, when surveying people about the possi-
bility of an autonomous vehicle sacrificing a passenger to save one
or more pedestrian lives, Bonnefon et al. [ii] discovered that there
are social implications for this type of question. While respondents
thought it a good idea for an autonomous vehicle to be utilitarian
between passenger and pedestrian lives in principle, they themselves
would not want to own such a vehicle. This highlights a potential
social dilemma and a new tragedy of the commons in the context of
driverless cars [331. In another study, Malle et al. [53] found that when
making a non-utilitarian decision, a robot driver will be blamed more
than a human driver. Such studies are paving the way for a new sub-
field that we can call "Descriptive Machine Ethics."
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MORAL RESPONSIBILITY ACROSS LEVELS OF
VEHICLE AUTOMATION

Full autonomy is a wonderful goal. But none of us in the automobile
or IT industries are close to achieving true Level 5 autonomy.

-Gill Pratt

Autonomous machines such as self-driving vehicles may ultimately
make decisions with moral implications, such as deciding who to
kill in the event of an unavoidable accident [11]. Psychological stud-
ies suggest that these autonomous machines will be perceived as
moral agents, who deserve a measure of responsibility and blame
for the consequences of their actions [51-53, 68]. Autonomous ma-
chines which are perceived as blameworthy for unethical outcomes
may suffer significant setbacks with respect to their adoption and so-
cial acceptance. This problem is compounded by the fact that in many
domains, full autonomy will only be gradually attained, by going
through phases of shared control between humans and (increasingly
autonomous) machines. Accordingly, to ensure a smooth transition to
full autonomy, we must understand how public opinion will allocate
responsibility and blame between human and machine, when things
go badly in a situation of shared control. Here we map the allocation
of responsibility and blame between human drivers, autonomous ve-
hicles (AVs), their programmers, and their manufacturers, for various
levels of automation, after accidents in which five pedestrians were
killed when another trajectory would have killed only one. We show
that the machine is blamed the most, both in relative and absolute
terms, under the early stages of automation that we are currently ex-
periencing. Accordingly, we argue that the most critical period for the
social acceptance of automated driving is right now, and that we can
no longer defer the discussion on its ethical implications.

Consider an accident in which a vehicle crashed and killed five
pedestrians, while another trajectory would have killed only one pedes-
trian. If the vehicle was fully autonomous, its decision to kill five
pedestrians when it could have killed a single one would be per-
ceived as unethical by public opinion [ii]. The user of the vehicle,
not being involved in this decision, would likely be exonerated from
responsibility and blame. Instead, the blame would then fall on the
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'industry': the company that produced the autonomous vehicle (AV),
the programmers who designed its code, or even the AV itself. Given
the millions of miles that will be driven by tens of thousands of AVs,
even the small chance of AV programming making an unethical deci-
sion will no doubt lead to well-publicized cases. Such publicity would
in turn degrade the image of AVs, slow down their adoption, and
jeopardize their promised safety and environmental benefits.

Control Causal Corresponding
Regime Structure NHTSA Level

A i aLO/L1

__-+_-_ L2

0
-+A+ L3

A___R L4/L5

Machine Driver A Human Driver

A Machine Standby Human Standby

Figure 5: Four levels of automation for autonomous vehicles: Regular
car (RC), Guardian Angel (GA), Autopilot (AP), and Fully Au-
tonomous (FA) regimes. These levels broadly correspond to the
classifications of the NHTSA and SAE International [79]. Levels 1
(RC) and 4 (FA) involve only one driver and no standby. Levels
2 (GA) and 3 (AP) involve two agents: the main driver (shown in
red), and the standby driver (shown in blue). The causal structure
of the decision making is different across the four levels, but in
each case, the main driver makes a decision (in this article, stay or
swerve), and the standby driver (if any) then decides whether to
override the decision of the main driver.

Fully autonomous AVs, though, are still far in the future. While the

technology needed for their deployment is advancing rapidly, what

we are currently witnessing is a gradual increase toward full automa-

tion, going through several steps of shared control between user and

vehicle (Figure 5). Some vehicles can take control over the actions of

a human driver (e.g., Toyota's 'Guardian Angel') to perform emer-

gency maneuvers. Other vehicles may do most of the driving, while
requiring the user to constantly monitor the situation and be ready

to take control (e.g., Tesla's 'Autopilot'). Before we reach full automa-
tion, public opinion about AVs will be shaped by the way people al-
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locate responsibility and blame between user and industry, following
suboptimal outcomes that were the result of shared control.

In this article, we consider a simplified model of shared control in
which a suboptimal outcome (five pedestrians died where only one
could have died) resulted either from (a) a decision to override the
maneuver initiated by the main driver; or (b) a failure to override the
maneuver initiated by the main driver. We consider in turn two ques-
tions. First, how do automation regimes affect the relative allocation of
responsibility and blame between human and machine? Second, how
do automation regimes affect the absolute allocation of responsibility
and blame to human and machine?

There is no obvious response to the first question, since people
can shift responsibility and blame either toward the agent who con-
tributed the most to the outcome, or to the agent who had the last op-
portunity to act [15, 18, 26, 72, 87]. In case of a suboptimal outcome
under the Guardian Angel Regime, the user does most of the driv-
ing, but the decision to override (and thus to act last) pertains to the
machine. In contrast, under the Autopilot regime, the machine does
most of the driving, but the decision to override pertains to the user.
If people are especially sensitive to this latter fact, they may (for ex-
ample) blame the human user for not overriding a suboptimal course,
more than they blame the Autopilot for setting up that course in the
first place-leading to the paradoxical result that users are blamed
more when they are less in control. Such a result would have impor-
tant implications for the adoption of AVs, since it would suggest that
increasing automation might progressively shift the blame away from
AVs, and thus progressively reduce the public impact of suboptimal
crash outcomes.

The question about absolute levels of blame derives from the obser-
vation that responsibility and blame are not necessarily conserved
when several agents contribute to a single outcome [6o]. In other
words, we cannot assume that, in situations of shared control, the
blame assigned to the human user will decrease in direct propor-
tion to the blame assigned to the machine. This creates the possibility
that the absolute amount of blame assigned to the human user may
be greater when control is shared than when the human makes all
the decisions-and conversely, that the absolute amount of blame as-
signed to the machine may be greater when control is shared than
when the machine makes all the decisions. Accordingly, we cannot
just identify the automation regimes that shift the balance of blame
from human to machine, or vice versa-we also need to identify the
automation regimes that lead to the greatest absolute judgments of
blame to humans and machines. Only with this full picture will we
be able to anticipate the ups and downs of public opinion about AVs
during the transition period toward full automation.

33
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3.1 RESULTS

We presented 973 participants with multiple crash scenarios that all
ended with a suboptimal outcome: five pedestrians were killed, where
another trajectory would have killed a single one. In half the scenar-
ios, this outcome resulted either from a suboptimal action (the vehi-
cle was headed toward one pedestrian, but swerved into five); in the
other half, the outcome resulted from a suboptimal inaction (the vehi-
cle was headed toward five pedestrians, and stayed on course instead
of swerving into one). Furthermore, different scenarios featured the
different levels of automation shown in Figure 5.

In other words, in scenarios featuring Regular Cars and Full Au-
tomation, the driver (respectively man or machine) crashed in the five
pedestrians after a suboptimal action or inaction. In shared control
scenarios, either the main driver headed toward one pedestrian and
the standby driver took the suboptimal action of swerving into five,
or the main driver headed toward five pedestrian and the standby
driver took the suboptimal action of staying on course.

For each scenario, participants rated the causal responsibility and
blameworthiness of the human user (each on a scale from o to 1oo), as
well as the causal responsibility and blameworthiness of the industry
(each on a scale from o to loo). The term 'industry' itself never ap-
peared in the questions, though. For some participant the questions
were about the company that produced the car; for others, about the
person who programmed the car; and for yet others, about the car
itself. Below, we will report both aggregated results (in which these
three agents are collapsed under the catchall term 'the industry') and
detailed results (distinguishing between these three agents).

3.1.1 Relative allocation of responsibility and blame

Figure 6 summarizes the relative allocation of responsibility and blame
between user and industry, after a suboptimal action or inaction, for
the four automation regimes, by displaying the 95% confidence inter-
val of the raw difference between ratings given to the industry and
ratings given to the user. Confidence intervals that only contain posi-
tive values indicate greater responsibility and blame for the industry,
and confidence intervals that only contain negative values indicate
greater responsibility and blame for the user.

Unsurprisingly, the industry is allocated more responsibility and
blame when the crash featured a fully autonomous car. Just as unsur-
prisingly, the user is allocated more blame than the industry when the
crash featured a regular car. More interesting for our current purpose
are situations of shared control.

Strikingly, the user is blamed more than the industry (and per-
ceived as more responsible than the industry) under the Autopilot
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Balance of responsibility between user and industry
Blameworthiness Causal Responsibility
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Figure 6: 95% confidence intervals of the difference in ratings of causal re-
sponsibility and blameworthiness between the Industry and the
User, across four automation regimes, after a suboptimal action or
inaction.

regime, in which the car actually does most of the driving. This is true
for suboptimal actions (where the user overrides the car and swerves
into five pedestrians), but also for suboptimal inactions (where the
user fails to override the car which is headed toward five pedestrians).
It is also true regardless of the specific agent standing for the indus-
try (car, programmer, company). Conversely, the industry is blamed
more than the user (and perceived as more responsible than the user)
under the Guardian Angel regime, but only when the car incorrectly
overrides the decision of the user (regardless of the specific agent
standing for the industry). When the car fails to override the action
of the user, respondents assign broadly the same ratings of respon-
sibility and blame to the user and the industry (albeit directionally
greater ratings to the user).

These results are confirmed by a mixed-model analysis in which
the dependent variable was the difference between the rating given
to the industry and the rating given to the user; the fixed effects were
the agent standing for the industry (car, company, or programmer),
the nature of the suboptimal decision (action or inaction), and the au-
tomation regime (RC, GA, AP, or FA); and participants were entered
as a random factor. When conducted on the blame responses, this
analysis detected a significantly negative intercept term (p < .005),
reflecting more overall blame for the user. The analysis detected two
exceptions to this general trend: the industry was blamed more in
the FA regime (p < .001), and in the GA regime (p < .001), although
this last exception only held for suboptimal actions, as reflected in

a significant interaction term (p < .001). Results were exactly simi-
lar when the analysis was conducted on causal responsibility ratings
(full details are provided in the Appendix).
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To summarize our findings on the relative allocation of responsi-
bility and blame, it appears that respondents care more about who
had the last opportunity to act, than about who did most of the driv-
ing. Accordingly, users are blamed more under the Autopilot regime,
whether for incorrectly overriding the actions of the car, or for failing
to realize the need to override the actions of the car. Similarly, the
industry is blamed more when a Guardian Angel system incorrectly
overrides the maneuver of a human user; but it is apparently off the
hook when failing to detect the need to override a human maneuver.

3.1.2 Absolute allocation of responsibility and blame

Figure 15 displays the absolute allocation of responsibility and blame
to the user and the (agents standing for the) industry, for the four lev-
els of automation. As shown in Figure 15, the user received the high-
est ratings of responsibility and blame under the Autopilot regime
(in which control is shared), rather than in the Regular Car regime
(in which the user makes all the calls). Similarly, the company that
produced the car received the highest ratings of responsibility and
blame under the Guardian Angel regime (in which control is shared),
rather than in the Fully Autonomous regime (in which the car makes
all the calls).

Blame and responsibility
Average ratings for all agents and all levels of automation

Blameworthiness Causal Responsibility

FA Score
AP

GA 25

- 20

RC

User Company Car Programmer User Company Car Programmer

Figure 7: Causal responsibility and blame-worthiness ratings of user, car,
programmer, and company. Values for programmer in regular cars
(RC) and fully-autonomous (FA) were not collected. The user re-
ceives highest ratings under the Autopilot (AP) regime, while the
company receives highest ratings under the Guardian Angel (GA)
regime.

These results were broadly confirmed by mixed-model analyses in

which ratings of responsibility and blame were entered as the depen-
dent variable, automation regime was entered as a fixed effect, and
participants were entered as a random factor. The analyses of users'
ratings used the Autopilot regime as the reference level of automa-
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tion. Blame ratings at this reference level were higher than at any
other level (p < .001 against FA, p < .001 against GA, p = .01 against
RC). Responsibility ratings at this reference level were higher than at
the FA level (p < .001) and the GA level (p < .001), but only direction-
ally higher than at the RC level (p = .31). The analyses of company's
ratings used the Guardian Angel regime as the reference level of au-
tomation. Responsibility ratings at this reference level were higher
than at any other level (p < .001 against RC, p < .001 against AP,
p = .014 against FA). Blame ratings at this reference level were higher
than at the RC level (p < .001) and the AP level (p < .001), but only
directionally higher than at the FA level (p = .22).

In sum, it appears that blame and responsibility are not conserved
in situations of shared control between human and machine. Users
are blamed the most under the Autopilot regime, more than under
the Regular Car regime; and companies are seen as most responsible
under the Guardian Angel regime, more than under the Full Automa-
tion regime. On the basis of these results on the absolute and relative
allocation of responsibility and blame across automation regimes, we
are in a position to sketch the likely evolution of public opinion about
self-driving cars during the transition period toward full automation.

3.2 DISCUSSION

In a ideal world, fallible human drivers would gradually cede control
to their car, whose automated driving would make everyone safer.
Human drivers would build trust in automated driving thanks to
their introduction to Guardian Angel systems, and this trust would
prepare them to take the backseat and leave the driving to Autopilot
systems. Once used to watch their car drive itself in Autopilot under
their monitoring, humans would be ready to cede total control and
accept Full Automation.

What makes this scenario unrealistic is that it neglects the impact of
the crashes that will take place in situations of shared control. Some
accidents will not be avoided, some lives will be taken, and someone
will have to take the blame for them. Any loss of lives that is blamed
on a self-driving car (or the company that produced the car) may
create public backlash, endanger the social acceptance of automated
vehicles, and slow down their adoption.

According to our results, the greatest point of fragility in the 'grad-
ual automation' scenario is right now, as many drivers are being in-
troduced to Guardian Angel systems - a fragility that may become
especially apparent if and when accidents based on such systems (or
even just accused of being based on such systems) begin to emerge.
Indeed, we found that the industry would be blamed the most for
lives taken by the intervention of a Guardian Angel system. In fact,
participants judged that the responsibility of the industry was even
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greater in this case than for the fully autonomous vehicles that will
eventually make all the driving decisions, without human supervi-
sion. Importantly, we found that the Autopilot stage was not as dan-
gerous (in term of public backlash) than the Guardian Angel stage
that precedes it. Even though cars at the Autopilot stage do most of
the driving, the human supervisor takes the blunt of the blame when
lives are unduly taken. In fact, the human supervisor of a car on Au-
topilot receives even more blame than the human driver of a regular
car.

These results are both informative and provocative. Informative,
because they tell us that now is the time we need to address the
ethical issues raised by automated driving. According to our findings,
the ethical implications of Guardian Angel decisions could make or
break public trust in automated driving. Therefore, we cannot defer
ethical discussions until after fully automated vehicles are ready to
roll, because the public acceptance of these vehicles is being shaped
now, through the actions of Guardian Angel systems.

Our results are also provocative, because they point at a paradox in
the way people think of sharing control with machines. Consider for
a moment that people blame the human supervisor, more than the
Autopilot machine, after a suboptimal death toll. That is, they blame
the human supervisor for a bad decision that took place in a split-
second, more than they blame the very expensive, very sophisticated,
very fast machine whose reason to exist is to make better decisions
than humans. It would appear that no matter how sophisticated the
machines that we build to decide for us, we still blame ourselves for
the bad decisions they make under our watch-and that we blame
ourselves even more than if we actually made the bad decision.

It is urgent to understand this phenomenon, since it has significant
implications on both the regulatory approaches that assign blame and
liability, and on insurance products designed to hedge risk against
such liability. Indeed, our biases in assigning blame may lead to sub-
optimal insurance models that do not capture actual statistical risk,
but are skewed by perceived risk.

Indeed, the belief that 'humans should know better' is a double-
edged sword: as much as it can make us forgive the mistakes made
by machines, it can also make us underestimate their capabilities. It
might be that for people to take full advantage of intelligent machines,
they first need to make the machines accountable for their mistakes.

3.3 METHODS

The data was collected between September and November 2016 from
973 participants. The study was programmed on Qualtrics survey
software and participants (USA residents only) were recruited from
the Mechanical Turk platform, and each was compensated with 35
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cents. Participants were presented with crash scenarios that resulted
in a suboptimal outcome. Each scenario featured one of the follow-
ing types of car: i) single-control cars: which have one driver, and
2) shared-control cars: which have a main driver (who is in control
at the start of the scenario) and a secondary driver (that can inter-
vene). After each scenario, participants were asked to attribute causal
responsibility and blameworthiness to two agents: the human in the
car (the user); and a representative of the car, being it the car itself,
the programmer of the car, or the manufacturing company of the car.
The representative of the car (car vs. company, for single-control; and
car vs. programmer vs. company, for shared-control), and whether
the control is shared (single-control vs. shared-control) were manipu-
lated between subjects.

Each participant read four vignettes in which a car is being driven
by either a single driver (single control) or two drivers (shared con-
trol). Drivers are faced with a tradeoff between killing five pedestri-
ans and killing one pedestrian. The final outcome of the decisions
made by drivers is the death of the five pedestrians. In the case of
shared control, the main driver always makes a decision as to keep
the car on its track (no intervention). The four vignettes per partici-
pant manipulated the identity of the drivers (i.e. in the single-control
case whether the driver is a human or a machine, and in the shared-
control case whether the main driver is a human, and the secondary
is the machine, or vice versa), and the decision by the last driver (that
is whether the single-control driver swerved or stayed; and whether
the shared-control secondary driver overrode or did not override).
Next, participants were asked to indicate whether each of the human
and a representative of the car is "not blame-worthy" or "very blame-
worthy", and to indicate to what degree each of these two agents
has caused the death of the five people (from "very little" to "very
much") all on o-ioo sliders anchored at these two expressions for
each question. This makes up to four questions per vignette. The or-
der of vignettes and questions were all counterbalanced. When the
car was driven by the human only, it was referred to as "car". In all
other cases, the car was instead referred to as "robocar", and was de-
scribed as a state-of-the-art self-driving car. At the end of the survey,
participants provided basic demographic information (e.g., age, sex,
income, political views).

To get our final sample (of 973 participants), we started with all
responses to our online surveys (which can be greater than the num-
ber of responses requested on Amazon Turk if some subjects com-
plete the survey, but do not indicate on Amazon Turk that they have
completed it). We then excluded any subjects who did not (i) com-
plete all measures within the survey, (ii) transcribe (near-perfectly) a
169-character paragraph from an image (used to exclude non-serious
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Turkers), and (iii) have unique TurkID per study (all records with a
recurring MTurk ID were excluded).



MORAL MACHINE AS A MASSIVE ONLINE
EXPERIMENTATION (MOE) TOOL

"The Trolley Problem may be overused,
but this 'moral machine' from MIT is fascinating."

-Erik Brynjolfsson

As mentioned earlier in Chapter 2, there had been no extensive em-
pirical studies on human moral perception of moral decisions made
by autonomous vehicles, and only a few of the possible factors were
considered.

Indeed, a large number of factors apart from mere utilitarianism
would have to be considered when determining the appropriate out-
come of a moral dilemma. One is the relationship of the persons in-
volved to the vehicle: are they passengers of the vehicle, or are they
pedestrians and passers-by?

Another factor to consider is whether a given outcome involves tak-
ing action (commission) or not taking action (omission). Shallow et al
[70], for example, find that omission was strongly preferred to com-
mission when the decision between moral dilemma outcomes was
made by humans.

Yet another variable could be the traffic laws. Is a jaywalking pedes-
trian or a pedestrian crossing at a pedestrian "wait" signal the moral
equivalent of a law-abiding pedestrian crossing at a "walk" signal?
Should a passenger be sacrificed if one or more pedestrians are ig-
noring crossing signals, but not if they are abiding by them? Would
it be acceptable to seriously injure a law-abiding pedestrian to save a
law-flouting pedestrian's life?

And finally, do age, gender, fitness level, and social status factor

into decisions to save or kill, to the extent that these can be deter-
mined, and to the extent they might factor into perceived survival

likelihood and/or value to society?
In order to account for the possible combinations of factors and

dimensions, we required a system that could generate a large number
of scenarios under constraints that would keep the scenarios realistic,
and have large numbers of users look through and vote on acceptable

outcomes in multiple scenarios. This would be extremely difficult to

41
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achieve using traditional crowd-sourced experimentation platforms,

and - even scaled down - prohibitively expensive.

Fortunately, a new type of experiments has emerged that can per-

mit conducting studies with large-scale of participants, over exponen-

tial number of conditions, within short time and free of charge. Fur-

ther, unlike observational big data, this type of experiments allow for

control on the experimenter side, and provide the possibility for ran-

dom allocation. This new type is called Massive Online Experiments

(MOEs).

4.1 MASSIVE ONLINE EXPERIMENTS (MOE)

Massive online experiments (MOE) are a special type of web-based ex-

periments, experiments conducted over the Internet. MOEs usually

target massive sample sizes (e.g. hundreds of thousands or millions

of users), and are usually either conducted through online social net-

works such as Facebook [1o], or through web-sites, or services that

are designed specifically to attract diverse public users [19].

Unlike lab-based experiments, field experiments, and natural ex-

periments, web-based experiments, have the advantages of recruiting

larger sample pools, of more diverse background, within a shorter

period, and at a lower or no cost [66]. MOEs enjoy all of these advan-

tages to a higher degree, in addition to the possibility of conducting

cross-cultural studies effectively.
On the other hand, web-based experiments (and MOEs) are criti-

cized for suffering from some shortcomings. One of the main short-

comings is the difficulty to control the conditions in which users are

taking the surveys, which makes it hard to prevent manipulation by

users e.g. users can take the same test multiple times, users can take

the survey less seriously, or users can provide misinformation that

are hard to verify. Other limitations include the self-selectivity of

users in joining and dropping out of the experiments. Further, users

might have concerns about their privacy and anonymity when doing

such experiments, which might influence their answers. A criticism

for cross-cultural samples is the non-representativeness of English-

speaking users coming from non-English speaking countries.

Despite these limitations, experiments conducted through the web

has been successfully replicated through other types [38, 65, 69]. Fur-

ther, one can argue that some of these criticisms can hold for other

types of experiments, as well.

4.2 MORAL MACHINE

In order to achieve the goal of collecting, analyzing, and studying

the different factors that are relevant to the moral judgment made by

machines, we built the Moral Machine, a platform for gathering data
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on human perception of the moral acceptability of decisions made
by autonomous vehicles faced with choosing which- humans to harm
and which to save. Moral Machine fits the specifications of a massive
online experimentation tool given its scalability, accessibility to online
community, and the random assignment of users to conditions.

Another purpose to the project was the facilitation of public feed-
back and discussion of scenarios and acceptable outcomes, and espe-
cially public discussion of the moral questions relevant to self-driving
vehicles, which was greatly lacking. Following, I describe the require-
ments we set for the Moral Machine, the implementation process, and
the different interfaces that this platform offers, before I end this chap-
ter with preliminary results from the collected data.

4.2.1 Requirements

The success of MOEs is contingent on the virality of the platform i.e.
its success to attract so many users. This is not an easy goal to achieve,
given that most successful online platforms owe their popularity to
various different factors, some of which are context-dependent, and
others are beyond control or are unclear apriori. However, some com-
mon practices are usually suggested. For example, a platform that
aims to attract hundreds of thousands of users (or millions of users)
need to provide a clean, tight user experience that the user would feel
compelled to share with their social network, the experience would
have to be easy to enter, be short, and be visually engaging, so as
to put as many users as possible through as many combinations of
scenarios as possible. It would also need to hold up a "personality
mirror" to the user by summarizing their responses, and showing
them how they compare to others.

To achieve the second goal of the project (i.e. promoting the public
discussion), we required the platform to have features that would per-
mit users to assemble their own scenarios, to view others' scenarios,
and to provide feedback and engage in discussion on both.

In order to encourage organic propagation of awareness of the plat-
form, and thereby gather more data through it, it would also have to
include features that make it easy to share on social networks - specif-

ically, a scenario the user themselves might have assembled, any inter-

esting scenarios a user might come across while browsing the gallery,

as well as the user's own performance summary.

4.2.2 Implementation

Meteor was chosen as the development platform, for its responsive-

ness, useful packages, dynamic scripting, and template-based struc-
ture. The application was developed using a rapid prototyping method-
ology, and deployed on a cloud application hosting service with a sep-
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What should the self-driving car do? >aM r

(a) Judge mode (b) Section of User Results

a&aAAAA A LA

(c) Design mode (d) Browse mode

Figure 8: Moral Machine interface.

arate accelerated web hosting service. It is optimized for social media

sharing with Cards, Markup, and Open Graph tags, features promi-

nent calls to action on the main page, and is developed to be respon-

sive for usability on mobile devices. The site's main page features a

video describing the project, and offers instructions and background

information to view, while linking to three modes of user experience:

Judge, Design, and Browse.

4.2.2.1 Judge

The central data-gathering feature is the Judge mode, seen in Fig. 8 (a).

In this mode, users are presented with a series of 13 moral dilemma

scenarios, with a simple point-and-click (or, in the case, of the mobile

version, toggle-and-commit) method to choose which outcome of the

two possible for a given scenario was deemed by the user to be most

acceptable.
Each scenario features characters from the following set: C = {Man,

Woman, Pregnant Woman, Stroller, Elderly Man, Elderly Woman, Boy,

Girl, Homeless Person, Large Woman, Large Man, Criminal, Male Execu-

tive, Female Executive, Female Athlete, Male Athlete, Female Doctor, Male

Doctor, Dog, Cat}.

The scenarios are generated using randomization under constraints

chosen so that each scenario tests specifically for a response along one

of the following given dimensions:

1. Species. This dimension tests the extent to which users are will-

ing to save/sacrifice pets when put against humans. We con-
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sider two sets of characters: 1) pets: SI = {Dog, Cat}, and 2)

humans: S2 = C\SI. To generate a scenario of this dimension,
the number of characters on each side' (same number on both
sides) z is sampled from the set of positive integers less than 6
. Then, z pairs of characters are sampled (unordered sampling
with replacement) from the Cartesian product of the two sets

Si X S2. The first entries of the ordered pairs (i.e. pets) go to
one side, while the second entries of the ordered pairs (i.e. hu-
mans) go to the other side.

Given this,2 the number of distinct scenarios of this dimension is

,_I [(x1+i-1)(x2+i-i1 where xi = ISi| = 2, and x 2 = IS21
18. Hence, the number of distinct scenarios of this dimension is
Nspecies = 193,038.

2. Social Value. 3 This dimension tests the extent to which users
are willing to save/sacrifice characters of higher social value
(e.g. a Pregnant Woman) when put against characters of lower
social value (e.g. a Criminal). We consider three sets of charac-
ters, corresponding to three levels: i) characters of low social
value: Li = {Homeless Person, Criminal}, 2) characters of neu-
tral social value: L2 = (Man, Woman}, and 3) characters of high
social value: L3 = (Pregnant Woman, Male Executive, Female Ex-
ecutive, Female Doctor, Male Doctor}. To generate a scenario of
this dimension, the number of characters on each side (same
number on both sides) z is sampled from the set of positive
integers less than 6. Then, z pairs of characters are sampled
(unordered sampling with replacement) from the following set:
(Li X L 2 ) u (Li X L3) U (L2 X L3 ). The first entries of the or-
dered pairs (i.e. lower-level characters) go to one side, while the
second entries of the ordered pairs (i.e. higher-level characters)
go to the other side.

Given this, the number of distinct scenarios of this dimension is

5 X1 x+j-1 X2+i-j -I X2 +X3+j- X3 +i-j-

i=l j=O

where xi = LiL = 2, x 2 = IL21 = 2, and x3 = L31 = 5.
Hence, the number of distinct scenarios of this dimension is
NsociaQv = 58,547.

1 We use the term side to refer to one of the two options that the cars will choose to
save/kill. Depending on the relationship to vehicle dimension (mentioned later), the
side can refer to inside the car, or on the zebra crossing ahead or on the other lane.

2 Note that in all cases we do unordered sampling with replacement. Hence, the for-
mula ( k--)

3 Note here that "social value" refers to the perceived social value i.e. the widespread
perception of the used characters. We do not endorse the valuation of any humans
above others. With that being said, we do not suggest that AVs discriminate on the
basis of any of the classifications presented in Moral Machine.
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3. Gender. This dimension tests the extent to which users are will-
ing to save/sacrifice female characters when put against male
characters. We consider two sets of characters: i) female char-
acters: G1 = {Woman, Elderly Woman, Girl, Large Woman, Fe-
male Executive, Female Athlete, Female Doctor}, 2) male characters:
G2 = {m m, = g(f), f e G }, where g is a bijection that maps
each female character to its corresponding male character (e.g.
g(Female Athlete) = Male Athlete). To generate a scenario of this
dimension, the number of characters on each side (same num-
ber on both sides) z is sampled from the set of positive integers
less than 6. Then, z pairs of characters are sampled (unordered
sampling with replacement) from: {(f, m) I f e G 1 , m = g(f)}.
The first entries of the ordered pairs (i.e. female characters) go
to one side, while the second entries of the ordered pairs (i.e.
male characters) go to the other side.

Given this, the number of distinct scenarios of this dimension is
(x+4) -1, where x G |GI|+ 1 = 8. Hence, the number of distinct
scenarios of this dimension is N Gender = 791.

4. Age. This dimension tests the extent to which users are willing
to save/sacrifice characters of younger age when put against
characters of older age. We consider three sets of characters,
corresponding to three levels: i) characters of young age: A, =
{Boy, Girl}, 2) neutral adult characters: A 2 = {Man, Woman},
and 3) elderly characters: A 3 = {Elderly Man, Elderly Woman}.
Consider the following two gender-preserving bijections ai:
A1 -- A2 , and C2 : A 2 -* A 3 (e.g. ai (Boy) =Man, and a2 (Woman) =

Elderly Woman). To generate a scenario of this dimension, the
number of characters on each side (same number on both sides)
z is sampled from the set of positive integers less than 6. Then,
z pairs of characters are sampled (unordered sampling with re-
placement) from the following set:

{(-y,n)I ye A 1,n = c (!)}u

{(n, d) I n e A 2 , d = a2 (n)}u

{(y, d) I j e Al, d = (12 o al (y)}

The first entries of the ordered pairs (i.e. younger characters) go
to one side, while the second entries of the ordered pairs (i.e.
older characters) go to the other side.

Given this, the number of distinct scenarios of this dimension is
(x+4) -1, where x = AI I+ IA21 + JA 1+1 = 2+2+2+1 = 7.
Hence, the number of distinct scenarios of this dimension is
NAge = 461.

5. Fitness. This dimension tests the extent to which users are will-
ing to save/sacrifice characters of higher fitness when put against
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characters of lower fitness. We consider three sets of charac-
ters, corresponding to three levels: 1) characters of low fitness:
F 1 = {Large Man, Large Woman}, 2) characters of neutral fit-
ness: F2 = {Man, Woman}, and 3) characters of high fitness:

F3 = {Male Athlete, Female Athlete}. Consider the following two
gender-preserving bijections fI : F1 - F 2 , and f2 : F 2 - F3 (e.g.
f1 (Large Man) = Man, and f 2 (Woman) = Female Athlete). To gen-
erate a scenario of this dimension, the number of characters on
each side (same number on both sides) z is sampled from the
set of positive integers less than 6. Then, z pairs of characters
are sampled (unordered sampling with replacement) from the
following set:

{(1, n) t e F1,n = fi (t)}u

{(n, f) in e F2, f f2 (n)}u

{(t, f) I t E Fi, f = f2 0 fi ()}

The first entries of the ordered pairs (i.e. characters of lower

fitness) go to one side, while the second entries of the ordered
pairs (i.e. characters of higher fitness) go to the other side.

Given this, the number of distinct scenarios of this dimension
is (x5 4) - 1, where x = IF lI +IF2 1+IFl+1 = 2+2+2+1 = 7.
Hence, the number of distinct scenarios of this dimension is
NFitness = 461.

6. Utilitarianism. This dimension tests the extent to which users
are willing to save/sacrifice a group of characters when put
against the same group of characters in addition to a positive
number of characters (that is, one side Pareto dominates the other
side). To generate a scenario of this dimension, the number of
characters on each side (same number on both sides) z is sam-
pled from the set of positive integers less than 5. Then, z pairs
of characters are sampled (unordered sampling with replace-
ment) from the following set: {(c, c) I c e C}, where C is the set
of all characters, defined above. This will create two sides with
identical groups of characters. Then, the number of additional
characters u is sampled from the set of positive integers less
than 6 - z. Then, the u additional characters are sampled (un-
ordered sampling with replacement) from C. All the additional
characters go to the same side.

Given this, 4 the number of distinct scenarios of this dimension is

(x+4) - (+4 +4), where xo = CI + 1 = 21, and x = x 0 + CI = 41.

4 To see how this calculation is done, consider the following set

X = {(c,c) I c eC} u {(c,) cC} u {( )}

where "_" refers to no character in that entry. Now drawing unordered 5 samples

with replacement can be done in (IX +4) ways. However, this includes undesirable
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Hence, the number of distinct scenarios of this dimension is
NUtititarian = 1,168,629.

Given that the six dimensions above are mutually exclusive in terms
of the generated scenarios, the overall number of distinct scenarios
of the six dimensions equal to the sum of the numbers above i.e.
N = 1,421,927.

Each user is presented with two randomly sampled scenarios of
each of the above dimensions, in addition to one completely random
scenario (that can have any number of characters on each side and in
any combination of characters). These together make the 13 scenarios
per session. The order of the 13 scenarios is also counterbalanced over
sessions. Using a similar calculation as before, the number of distinct

random scenarios is [( x4) -1 , where x = JCJ+ 1 = 21. Hence, the

number of distinct random scenarios is NR andom = 14,102,512,516.
These, of course, include scenarios from the six dimensions above.

In addition to the above six dimensions, the following three dimen-
sions are randomly sampled in conjunction with every scenario of the
six dimensions above:

1. Interventionism. This dimension tests the extent to which the
omission bias (i.e. the favorability of omission/inaction over the
commission/action). In every scenario, the car has to make a
decision as to stay (omission) or to swerve (commission). To
model this dimension, each of the generated scenarios would
have one side as the omission, and the other as the commission,
or vice versa. This multiplies the number of scenarios by two.

2. Relationship to vehicle. This dimension tests the preference to
save the passengers over the pedestrians and to what degree it
differs from the case of saving pedestrians over other group of
pedestrians. Each scenario presents a tradeoff of either between
passengers and pedestrians, or between pedestrians and other
groups of pedestrians. A large concrete barrier serves as a visual
indicator of the case where the passengers may sacrifice life and
limb. Pedestrians are rendered over a zebra crossing, which is
split by an island in case of a pedestrian vs pedestrian scenario.
Pedestrians can be crossing either ahead of the car (for the case
of passengers vs. pedestrians), on the other lane (also for the
case of passengers vs. pedestrians), or on both lanes (for the
case of pedestrians vs. pedestrians). To model this dimension,
each of the generated scenarios would have both sides on zebra
crossings; one side inside the car, and the other on the zebra
crossing; or vice versa. This multiplies the number of scenarios
by three.

cases e.g. drawing (_,.) five times, where "." is a character or "_". Thus, the sub-

tracted term.
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3. Concern for law. This dimension tests the effect of adding legal

complications in the form of pedestrian crossing signals. Scenar-

ios can have no crossing signals (no legal complications), cross-
ing signals on either side of the crossing, that all have the same

light color, red or green (for the case passengers vs. pedestri-
ans), or crossing signals on either side of each lane's crossing, if
split by an island, where the light color of one side is different
from the light color of the other side e.g. green vs. red (for the
case of pedestrians vs. pedestrians). In the last case, the cross-
ing signal on the main lane can be green (i.e. legal crossing), in

which case, the crossing signal on the other lane is red (illegal

crossing), or vice versa. In the case of matching green/red light

crossing signals, the two signals are either both green (legal) or

red (illegal). To model this dimension, each of the generated sce-

narios would have no legal complication, one side as legal, or

the same side as illegal (the other side will be a function of this

side). This multiplies the number of scenarios by three.

The above three extra dimension can be factored independently

from each other. Hence, they all together multiply the number of dis-

tinct scenarios by 18. Thus, the overall number of distinct scenarios of

the nine dimensions (i.e. excluding the completely random scenarios)
is M = 18 x N = 25,594,686 (or approximately 26M).

The stay/swerve outcomes are rendered on the fly by overlaying

vector graphic stylized icons of the characters and dynamic objects on

a static image background depicting the respective outcome course,
and the left/right position of each outcome is switched randomly,

so as to avoid any bias from handedness. A short delay featuring an

animated visual distraction is forced between choice commitment and

the rendering of the next scenario, so as to allow the user to mentally

clear and shift.
The damage level to each character is depicted using either a skull

icon (death), an equal-armed cross icon (injury), or a question mark

icon (unknown). For simplicity, scenarios generated in the Judge in-

terface have the possibility of death only. The other two levels (injury

and unknown) are only used in the Design interface.

Apart from the instructions available on the main page, a brief de-

scription of each outcome may also be viewed by clicking a button

below the depiction of each outcome, describing the circumstances of

the vehicle (autopilot with sudden brake failure), its course in that

outcome, and any pedestrian crossing signal(s) involved, as well as

a list of the impacted characters and the damage to them that will

result in that outcome.
After the user has completed assessing all 13 scenarios, they are

presented with a summary of results, a sample of which can be seen

in Fig. 8 (b). Each of the aforementioned dimensions is represented

on a horizontal scale of influence, with a slider indicating the user's
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own level of importance for the respective dimension, and another

slider indicating the importance of that dimension to the average user

for comparison. Icons and labels at each end of each scale depict the

extremes of each dimension. Shortcuts allowing the user to easily

permalink and share these results are provided, as well as a button to

try again, and an ethically obligatory link allowing users to opt out

of the research data collection.

4.2.2.2 Demographic Survey

Four months after deployment, an extension of the user result inter-

face was added to collect demographic information and feedback on

the user's perception of their own moral priorities along each dimen-

sion. This survey helps us understand the type. of users visiting our

website. The survey contains demographic questions about age, gen-

der, income, education, religious views, and political views. Further,

it asks users to provide their stated preferences over the nine dimen-

sions using sliders. Additionally, the survey contains the following

four questions (three of which concern the attitude towards machine

intelligence):

1. How willing are you to buy a self-driving car?

2. To what extent do you fear that machines will become out of

control?

3. To what extent do you feel you can trust machines in the future?

4. To what extent do you believe that your decisions will be used

to program self-driving cars?

Whether the option to do the survey would appear before the user

sees the Results page or after is counterbalanced between users. Fur-

ther, the above questions are presented within four blocks. Each block

contains one group of questions: (a) the stated preference sliders, (b)

the demographic questions (age, gender, income, and education), (c)

the political and religious view questions, and (d) the "attitude to-

wards machine intelligence" questions. The order of the blocks and

the order of questions within each block is also counterbalanced be-

tween users.
The survey can be also used to identify differences in preferences

depending on demographics, political views, or religious beliefs 140].

The survey will also help us understand the difference between the

users' stated preferences as compared to their chosen preferences on

the Judge interface.

4.2.2.3 Design

The Design mode, seen in Fig. 8 (c), was implemented as a simple

step-to-step wizard, so as to make the scenario design experience as
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fast and easy as possible for a first-time user. Each option is labeled

and represented visually using a stylized vector graphic icon. The

user first chooses a layout that pits pedestrian against pedestrian, or

pits pedestrian against passenger on either side. The user can then

add a pedestrian signal pair of either color, if they choose to add any,

which will add the complementary signal on the other side of any

traffic island that is required by the chosen layout.

Finally, the user chooses the characters to be affected in each of

the two outcomes, from a panel of character icons under the respec-

tive outcome. The default damage levels for characters thenceforth

added to be affected in each outcome can be selected from among the

text- and icon-labeled options in a drop-down menu at the bottom of

that outcome's panel. The user is asked to provide a descriptive title

for their scenario before submitting it to the gallery, whereupon they

will be able to view the scenario they will have just created. Prior to

submission, the user may reset the wizard to the empty state at any

time.

4.2.2.4 Browse

The Browse mode, seen in Fig. 8 (d), is a gallery of scenarios created

by users, which can be navigated up and down along a chronologi-

cal list using direction buttons on either side of a displayed scenario.

The scenarios are rendered in the same way as they are in the Judge

mode, and also have the description overlay button below them, al-

though they cannot be voted upon. A "Like" button allows users to

give instant feedback on the scenario they are viewing, while an em-

bedded discussion forum appears for and below each scenario. In

addition, social media share and permalink options are included for

each scenario, as they are in the result summary page.

4.2.2.5 Internationalization

A recent addition to the platform included language international-

ization. The website was translated to the following nine languages:

Arabic, Chinese, French, German, Japanese, Portuguese, Korean, Spanish,

and Russian. Translation was performed through a process of forward-

translation and back-translation by two bilingual native speakers of

each of the nine languages.
The addition of the internationalization will help better understand

any cultural differences for non-English-speaking countries, both by

reaching more representative samples of the (monolingual) non-English-

speaking inhabitants of these countries, and by collecting more accu-

rate judgments by the (bilingual) non-native English-speaking inhab-

itants of these countries [17].
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(a) (b)

Figure 9: The number of users of Moral Machine from each (a) country, and
from each (b) US state.

4.2.2.6 Classic Trolley Scenarios

Given the popularity of the website, and for the purpose of collecting

data about scenarios that are more comparable to the original Trolley

variants, a new part of the website is to be deployed that will present

users with three variants of the Trolley problem (not related to AVs).

One goal for this addition is to collect cross-cultural data about the

moral judgment over these famous variants, and to establish the ex-

ternal validity of the data collected through the Moral Machine.

4.3 PRELIMINARY RESULTS

Since its deployment on June 23rd, 2016, and up until May 2017,
around 3 million users, coming from over 160 countries, had assessed

over 30 million scenarios and answered 300 thousand post-session

surveys. Fig. 9 shows a world map and US map indicating how many

users visited from each country and from each state, showing high

representation from the global West, Russia, and Brazil.

Figure 10: Overview of the demographics of Moral Machine users.

Figure io breaks down some of the demographic trends from the

survey, indicating the sizes of datasets from specific population groups

that can be isolated and analyzed for differences in moral judgment

patterns. As it seems, most of the users are low-income males, who

at least attended college and are between their 20s and 30s. While

this indicates that the users of Moral Machine represent a biased sam-

Und M 9hoo f Level
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ple, it is important to note two points in this regard: 1) Considering
all the subject samples used in lab-based experiments, online exper-
iments, and field experiments for research conducted in psychology,
cognitive science, and behavioral economics, this subject sample falls
on the less biased side of the spectrum [351. Unlike lab-based and
other online experiments (e.g. those conducted via MTurk), which
suffer from the same low-income highly-educated male sample bias,
our sample includes users from diverse backgrounds and cultures.
Moreover, getting a sample that is as close as possible to the less bi-
ased samples on the spectrum e.g., as in [36, 37] (which are not short
of bias themselves), is a very costly process; money-wise, time-wise,
and effort-wise (including months spent with small scattered soci-
eties/tribes in different continents to perform field experiments), and
this process usually results in a very small scale data compared to
this sample. 2) Our sample represents the population that uses the
Internet, which includes, to be more specific, the tech-savvy users.
These are the individuals that are the most interested in, and the
most knowledgeable about the technology of the AVs, and are thus
the most likely to have formed an opinion about this technology, and
most likely to adopt this technology in the future.

As part of the survey, users were given the chance to state their
preferences over each of the nine dimensions. The goal of presenting
users with this possibility was to provide a more direct way for users
to communicate their preference, as opposed to the main collection
method in the Judge interface. Figure 11 shows the distribution of the
stated preferences over each dimension. First, one can realize that de-
spite the existence of some trends in preferences, most dimensions
exhibit some disagreements. Further, one can see that preferences
over some dimensions are categorical, while preferences over other
dimensions are continuous. For example, in the fitness preferences,
users are in conflict between strictly saving fit people (when com-
pared to large people), and between the irrelevance of this dimension.
Similarly, in the social value preferences users are in conflict between
strictly saving characters of high social value like doctors, executives,
and pregnant women (when compared to characters of lower social
value like criminals and homeless people), and between the irrele-
vance of this dimension. On the other hand, in upholding the law,
users are in agreement on saving lawful pedestrians, but this pref-
erence increases gradually from "irrelevant" to "matters a lot". The
same goes for avoiding intervention in which there is some agreement
over the importance of this factor (around 0.5 between "does not mat-
ter" and "matters a lot") with a gradual decrease on both sides. These
disagreements are important to analyze and understand within the
context of AVs. Agreements provide a positive signal about potential
wide acceptance of some principles. Conversely, disagreements might
provide a strong barrier against adopting universal principles and
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Figure ii: Distributions of the "stated" preferences of Moral Machine users
over the nine dimensions.

laws. Thus, it is important as a next step to understand the sources

of these disagreements by identifying factors that can influence these

differences. Following, we break down results based on four different

factors: 11) gender, 2) political views, 3) religious views, and 4) location

(country, and US state).
Using users' answers to the survey question about their gender

(ternary: male, female, and other), we aggregated users' stated prefer-

ences while grouping by gender. We focus here on the male/ female

groups, given the small percentage of "others". In addition to the

stated preferences, we also compared the two genders' answers to

the four "attitude towards machine intelligence" questions.

Figure 12 shows a comparison between the stated preferences and

the answers of the two genders. First, comparing the stated prefer-

ences of both sides, one can see that there is an agreement over most

preferences, except in few cases. Females have higher tendency to-

wards saving females (even though males are also biased towards

Preference Distributions

Saving More Lives

Protecting Passengers
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Figure 13: The "stated" preferences of Moral Machine users over the nine
dimensions and their attitude towards machine intelligence,
grouped by political views.

higher. Progressive users are more trusting in machines, are more

willing to buy an AV, and are less fearful of machines becoming out

of control.
Using users' answers to the survey question about their religious

views (a scale from "Not Religious" to "Very Religious"), we aggre-

gated users'- stated preferences while grouping by religious views

(frequency-based discretized into "Not Religious" and "Very Reli-

gious"). In addition to the stated preferences, we also compared the

religious vs. non-religious participants' answers to the four "attitude

towards machine intelligence" questions.

Figure 14 shows a comparison between the stated preferences and

the answers of religious vs. non-religious participants. First, compar-

ing the stated preferences of both sides, one can see that there is a

close agreement over most preferences, except in few cases. Interest-

ingly, religious users are more utilitarian, more inclined to save the

elderly and less inclined to save fit characters. Again, differences over

questions seem to be higher. Non-religious users are more trusting

in machines, are more willing to buy an AV, and are less fearful of

machines becoming out of control.
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Figure 14: The "stated"' preferences of Moral Machine users over the nine
dimensions and their attitude towards machine intelligence,
grouped by religious views.

Location-based differences in preferences are also interesting and
potentially highly indicative of cultural differences. Upon aggregat-
ing responses per country, some consistent patterns that might indi-
cate broad cultural differences arise. For example, looking at Figure

15 (a), (c), (e), (g), one can see that Eastern countries, on average, ap-
pear less utilitarian, more inclined to save passengers, more inclined
to avoid intervention, and more inclined to save lawful pedestrians
than Western Europe and the Americas. Geographical differences on
the state level are less obvious, though can be also indicative of cul-
tural and political differences. For example, Figure 15 (b) shows that
north-eastern states are more utilitarian than the rest.

Statistical analyses will be conducted to identify the decision rules
that best reflect the weights and ranks that respondents give to the
various parameters manipulated in the scenarios. Additionally, fur-
ther analysis will focus on how these differences can be explained
by other measures collected on the country level such as GDP per
capita, IQ, beliefs in Heaven and Hell, trust, and collectivism [7, 16,

71]. Further, the addition of the internationalization will help better
understand these cultural differences for non-English-speaking coun-
tries.
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Figure 15: World map and US map highlighting (a)-(b) utilitarianism - sav-
ing more people, (c)-(d) tendency to saving passengers as op-
posed to pedestrians, (e)-(f) non-interventionism - tendency to

leave the AV on its track and avoid swerving, and (g)-(h) saving
the lawful pedestrians.
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Finally, it is important to note that the results shown here are
merely a first stab at identifying points of disagreements over the
moral principles that machines should employ, and are a first step
towards uncovering sources for these disagreements towards under-
standing cognitive mechanisms, and forming a general moral code.
With that being said, the preliminary results in this section should
only taken for inspiration and not as final indicative results of the
general status, given that a proper statistical analysis is yet to be per-
formed.





5
DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

"It is pure mental masturbation dressed up as moral philosophy.
You can set up web sites and argue about it all you want.

None of that will lead to any practical regulations
about what can or can not go into automobiles."

-Rodney Brooks

Until recently, the discussion of moral dilemmas faced by AVs has

been considered as merely a mental exercise. As of September 2016,

AV manufacturers will have to report how their cars will handle ethi-

cal dilemmas according to a 15-point checklist released by the U.S. De-

partment of Transportation (DoT) [78]. Additionally, some AV manu-

facturers have started acknowledging the importance of these discus-

sions in shaping the ethical decisions to be made by their AVs [56,

58]. Furthermore, the importance of the government role in support-

ing research about the ethical decisions of machines was addressed

by the U.S. President, Barak Obama [20].

Towards tackling these considerations, public engagement is a very

important piece of the puzzle, especially given the emotional salience

of traffic accidents. As such, it is very critical to the machine ethics

question to form an understanding of how humans perceive a deci-

sion made by an autonomous machine, and what humans think is the

appropriate course of action or inaction for an autonomous machine

facing a moral dilemma, as opposed to a human facing the same

dilemma.
However, the current literature answers but a small portion of these

questions. Furthermore, the currently used scenarios only capture hu-

man choices with respect to general lines of ethics theory. Most im-

portantly, the use of the Trolley Problem as a tool to study descriptive

machine ethics is facing resistance from car companies and intellectu-

als, and it remains, a main point of debate.

5.1 LIMITATIONS OF THE TROLLEY PROBLEM AS A PARADIGM

TO STUDY MACHINE ETHICS

The use of the AV variants of the Trolley Problem has become a

topic of debate among AV enthusiasts, technologists, moral psychol-
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ogists, philosophers, and policy makers [13, 27, 42, 49, 67, 75]. The

main points of debate revolve around the impracticality of the Trolley

paradigm vs. the useful abstraction it offers for probabilistic risk in

real world scenarios.
Attacks on the use of the Trolley Problem as a paradigm revolve

around describing these scenarios to be: i) too simple (no accident

will ever involve only two simple options), 2) extremely rare (actual

AVs would never drive at an unsafe speed in view of a pedestrian

crossing, and if that happens, brakes are very unlikely to fail), 3) not

feasible (an AV would not know the consequences of every option

with high certainty e.g. death or injury; and it would not be able to

recognize any characteristics of pedestrians beyond their number), 4)

too early to talk about (car makers should focus on making AVs safer

and on bringing this technology to the public as soon as possible, in-

stead of wasting time and resources on resolving unlikely dilemmas),

5) people's judgment is generally biased and subject to irrelevant fac-

tors (e.g. framing), and finally and most importantly, that these sce-

narios are very likely to 6) scare people away (which would result in

postponing the adoption of AVs, and losing on all their advantages).

While some of these objections are valid, they miss the point. While

the Trolley scenarios are very rare, moral trade-offs and ethical dilem-

mas are not. In the real world, every complex driving maneuver in-

fluences relative probabilities of harm to passengers, other drivers,

and pedestrians [291. Moreover, the design of autonomous cars is not

devoid of societal trade-offs and ethical implications, either. For ex-

ample, SUVs today favor the safety of their occupants, at the expense

of the safety of pedestrians, cyclists and passengers in smaller cars

[851.
With that being said, while the objections above are understand-

ably based on pragmatic views which call for focusing on making

the AVs available to use as soon as possible (objections 4 and 6) and

on resolving any moral trade-offs that might arise in some specific

scenarios the car will face in reality (objections 1-3), these objections

in fact (especially 1-3) fail to see the lessons that the Trolley Problem

offers. While specific scenarios are complex, common, and feasible

(unlike Trolley Problem), they do not offer a deep understanding be-

yond the preferred course of action in those specific cases, and are

thus inextensible. On the other hand, the Trolley Problem offers the

understanding of the general principles that an algorithm has to use

to decide on a relative risk. Learning these general principles would

help not only in resolving the specific scenarios, but also in resolv-

ing other unforeseeable specific scenarios that may be faced by AVs

or other autonomous machines (e.g. drones). Thus, the Trolley Prob-

lem resembles useful abstractions of the probabilistic risks of the real-

world scenarios. In order to understand what people think of a gen-

eral principle, one needs to vary one condition that tests this principle,
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while keeping everything else fixed. This is why these scenarios are
simple, unlikely, and infeasible.

As for objection 4, it is commonly known that regulations are usu-
ally sticky Once the rules are set, they are difficult to change. So it
is important to get them right in the first instance. As for objection

5, while peoples' judgments are biased, this should not be a reason
to dismiss these judgments. It is important to uncover these biases
and know when to anticipate them in order to plan regulations that
achieve public acceptance. Finally, objection 6 above is probably the
most concerning, and is indeed worth careful attention. Fortunately,
whether people are deterred by the Trolley Problem is an empirical
question, and thus this objection is testable. Indeed, in a recent study
it was found that those who had previously heard of the Trolley in
the context of AVs were no more fearful or less enthused about AVs,
had no special concerns about their safety, and were still as willing
to purchase one. Further, reading about and being confronted with it
for the first time has no immediate noticeable effect on people's atti-
tude towards AVs [63]. Table 1 provides a summary of these common
points of the debate.

5.2 CONTRIBUTIONS

The goal of this thesis was to contribute to a new line of research that
tries to embed universally accepted societal values in machines.

The first contribution of this thesis is a study on human percep-
tion of responsibility attribution in different automation regimes. This
study teaches us that the most important time for the social accep-
tance of automated driving is now - thus the discussion on its ethical
implications cannot be postponed. Further, in shared-control systems,
the side that receives more blame is the one that had the last oppor-
tunity to act, and not the one who did most of the driving. These
lessons are important to inform car manufacturers, policy makers,
and insurance companies.

The second contribution of this thesis is designing, developing,
and describing the process of building a crowdsourcing platform that
serves both as 1) a tool to crowdsource human perception of moral
decisions as imagined to be made by machines, and 2) a platform
to promote public discussion about the ethics of machines that will
potentially enjoy high autonomy. With these two goals in mind, the
results of the Moral Machine survey are not meant to provide a final
prescription on how to program AVs. Rather, those results are meant
to provide one input to policy makers and regulators, highlighting
the factors that may raise public concern.
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Feature Con Pro

Bare Bones Sim- Real accidents do not involve Highly complex scenarios
plicity only two possible actions, and would only allow for highly

these actions do not have deter- specific conclusions. Simpli-
ministic outcomes. fied scenarios zero in on the

general principles that guide
respondents' moral intuitions.

Suspension of Respondents must accept the Narratives of realistic technical
Disbelief very unlikely premises that the failures would be unwieldy and

AV is driving at an unsafe speed not easily visualized, reducing
in view of a pedestrian crossing, the quality of user experience
and that its brakes are failing. and the virality of the platform.

Machine Omni- Current AVs would hardly be These characteristics play a role
science able to recognize any charac- in people's judgment, which

teristics of pedestrians beyond means that they will impact peo-
their number. They cannot yet ple's reactions after an accident
detect people's sex, age, or body takes place. Furthermore, these
weight; and certainly not their fine-grained characteristics al-
job or their pregnancy. low for the detection of inconsis-

tencies in people's preferences.

Too early Car makers should focus on Regulations are sticky. Once the
making AVs safer and on bring- regulations are set, it may be
ing this technology to the public more difficult to change them.
as soon as possible, instead of So it is important to get them
wasting time and resources on right in the first instance.
resolving unlikely dilemmas.

Naive Audience Laypersons' responses to pub- Polls can inform policy experts
lic polls can be biased or about the values most impor-
ill-informed. Ethical tradeoffs tant to the public, so they can ne-
must be solved by policy ex- gotiate tradeoffs effectively and
perts, not majority voting. ensure acceptance of new tech-

nology.

Focuses on Focus on the dilemma may This objection is testable. In-
the negative scare people away, resulting in deed, in a recent study it was
aspects postponing the adoption of AVs, found that it has no immediate

and losing on all their advan- noticeable effect on people's at-
tages. titude towards AVs [63].

Table 1: Pros/Cons of the use of Trolley Problem as a paradigm
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5.3 FUTURE WORK

Future work will build on the above-mentioned contributions. Build-

ing on the study in Chapter 3, follow-up work should probably look

into mechanisms or explanations for the found results. One can test

different hypotheses. First, one can investigate which of the found re-

sults regarding Autopilot or Guardian Angel can be explained by the

mere fact that there are two agents involved. Teasing this out might

require creating a fictitious vehicle that is driven by two humans in

a similar fashion to pilot and co-pilot. Second, one can look into ex-

planations of the results in terms of subjects judgment about human

and machine intentions and the moral permissibility of their actions.

Third, one may try to find explanations in terms of humans error/

machine malfunction. For example, which of our results can be ex-

plained by the fact that people thought of non-utilitarian outcomes

as a result of error/malfunction vs. as a result of an ethical consid-

eration (i.e. saving less people was a conscious decision)? This can

be teased out by replicating the studies with avoidable harm scenar-

ios (in which the decisions resulted in an accident that could have

been avoided without any side effects). Fourth, one can investigate

whether participants' judgment about blaming human is due to hav-

ing higher expectations from human than from machines. A possible

way to test this is by emphasizing the sophistication of the automation

paradigms such as Autopilot, and highlighting that they can outper-

form humans when it comes to attention and reflexes.

The data collected through the Moral Machine also opens the possi-

bility for various potential follow-up studies. First, given the random

assignment design, it would be a straight-forward task to analyze the

causal effect of each of the six dimensions on the users' judgment of

whether the AV should swerve. Taking this into the second level by fo-

cusing on each dimension, one can study the causal effect of placing

one group of characters (e.g. males) in the other lane on the judgment

of whether AVs should save them. For example, would placing males

in the other lane increases the approval of AV decisions to swerve and

kill them? One can take this further and study whether the placement

of any character in the other lane would increase the approval of AV

decisions to swerve and kill them.

A second possible study that uses the Moral Machine data is a

cross-cultural study that analyzes whether the differences in the judg-

ment of users from different countries can be explained by other mea-

sures collected on the country level such as GDP per capita, IQ, beliefs

in Heaven and Hell, trust, and collectivism [7, 16, 71]. The addition

of the internationalization will prove valuable here as it would help

reach more representative samples of the countries.

Finally, one can assume a generative process in which users have

latent valuations (or utility functions) of the different characters (or
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the different dimensions) that they use when making judgments over
which group/side the AV should save. Then, using the collected data,
one can recover (or approximate) these latent valuation. This can be
done using different methods and as part of different computational
frameworks and for different applications [45, 591. For example, one
can use a sampling based algorithm such as Gibbs sampling or alter-
natively use a variational method to estimate the maximum a posteriori
(MAP) probability (or maximum likelihood). Further, the process can be
part of a computational model that aims at inferring moral prefer-
ences or as part of an aggregation rule that can be used to predict
collective judgment over new scenarios. Here one can use the com-
pletely random scenarios (that include complex factors and different
characters, but do not represent a clear dimension) for validation and
testing.
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APPENDIX: SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION FOR
AUTOMATION REGIMES STUDY

A.1 COVARIATES BALANCE

In this study, three main random assignment decisions were made in
regard to participants: First, whether participants would be presented
with scenarios about shared-control regimes or scenarios about single-
control regimes. Second, whether participants who are presented with
shared-control scenarios would read Autopilot scenarios before Guardian
Angel scenarios, or vice versa. Third, whether participants who are
presented with single-control scenarios would read fully autonomous
cars scenarios before regular car scenarios or vice versa. Our ran-
dom assignment should theoretically ensure the non-existence of con-
founding factors. However, to further ensure that our data collection
and assignment process would go without any unexpected problems,
various demographic covariates were recorded, including sex, age,
income, education, and political ideology. Participants also reported
whether they took a similar survey before. As Table 2 shows, none
of these variables predicts the allocation of participants in any of the
three assignment decisions.

Note that in addition to the above three random assignment deci-
sions, other random assignment decisions were also made such as the
type of agent representing Industry (car, programmer, or company);
whether suboptimal inaction scenarios are presented before subop-
timal action or vice versa; and the order of the questions. However,
given that our findings do not mainly build on these decisions, we
omit their respective analysis here.
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Table 2: OLS Results: Propensity for Treatment Given Covariates

Single vs. Shared Order within Shared Order within Single

(1) (2) (3)

Age 0.00002 -o.oo1o6 -0.00096

(0.00139) (o.oo188) (0.00219)

Male -o.oo816 -0.00788 -0.04778

(0.03196) (0.04189) (0.05218)

Education 0.00643 -0.01871 0.00464
(0.01292) (0.01700) (0.02093)

Income 0.00440 -0.00308 -0.00827

(0.00606) (0.00797) (0.00988)

Took Before -0.01507 0.041 25* 0.02968

(o.o1644) (0.02167) (0.02660)

Political 0.00798 -o.01586 0.00183
(0.00896) (0.01166) (0.01476)

Constant 0.56461 *** 0.58583*** 0.53893***

(0.07708) (0.10404) (0.12073)

N 968 581 387

F Statistic 0.47218 (df = 6; 961) 1.32591 (df = 6; 574) 0.48312 (df = 6; 380)

*p < .1; **p < .05; ***p < .01
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A.2 ORDER BALANCE

Following, we show that the order of scenarios that participants were
presented with had no significant effect on participants answer. Ta-
bles 3-7 show that participants' answers to Autopilot (resp. Guardian,
fully autonomous, and regular car) scenarios when these scenarios
came first were not significantly different (except rarely) from their
answers to Autopilot (resp. Guardian, fully autonomous, and regular
car) scenarios when these scenarios came second.

Table 3: Order Balance - AP and GA - Car
CaseQuestion First Mean First SD Second Mean Second SD ttest p-val

AutopilotNo Override-Car_- Blame 37-74 31-35 28.01 26-59 0.02

Autopilot_- No Override_- Car_- Causal 40.23 32.13 31-52 28-31 0.05
AutopilotNo Override_- HumanBlame 41-99 34-43 44-03 32.96 o.67
AutopilotNo Override_- Human_- Causal 37-10 31-43 41.61 32-93 0.33
AutopilotOverrideCarBlame 27.99 27.50 25.50 29.78 0-55
AutopilotOverrideCar Causal 25.12 27-39 26.79 30.65 0.69
AutopilotOverrideHuman-Blame 34.25 31.23 42.28 31-87 o.o8

Autopilot-OverrideHumanCausal 33.69 30-74 37.21 30.15 0.42

Guardian Angel-No Override-CarBlame 34-11 32-37 38.10 31.54 0.39
Guardian AngelNo OverrideCarCausal 35.62 31-58 36.89 31-57 0.78
Guardian Angel-No OverrideHumanBlame 37.82 31.25 34-09 30-34 0.40

Guardian Angel-No OverrideHuman.Causal 42.49 31-44 34.69 31.87 0.09

Guardian AngelOverrideCarBlame 34.20 29-99 33-33 31-95 0.84
Guardian Angel-OverrideCarCausal 35.61 32.11 35-55 34.21 0.99

Guardian Angel-Override HumanBlame 29.60 29.07 24.59 25-34 0.21

Guardian Angel-OverrideHumanCausal 27.79 27.99 23-99 25.64 0-33

Table 4: Order Balance - AP and GA - Company
CaseQuestion First Mean First SD Second Mean Second SD ttest p-val

AutopilotNo Override_- CompanyBlame 41.89 31.61 38.27 30-34 0.42

AutopilotNo OverrideCompanyCausal 39-15 29.99 36.62 29.09 0.55
AutopilotNo OverrideHumanBlame 37.10 28.60 50.27 33-75 0.00

AutopilotLNo OverrideHumanCausal 38-37 29.11 47.41 32.62 0.04

Autopilot-OverrideCompanyBlame 31-07 27-37 26.15 25.83 0.20

Autopilot.OverrideCompany_Causal 31-56 25.84 28.18 27.44 0.38

AutopilotOverrideHumanBlame 37.00 29.28 42.70 32.97 0.21

AutopilotOverrideHumanCausal 36.26 27.60 43-05 32.43 0.12

Guardian Angel-No OverrideCompanyBlame 37-45 27.76 39.25 29.76 0.67
Guardian AngelNo OverrideCompanyCausal 36.49 26.71 39-05 29.21 0-53

Guardian AngelNo OverrideHumanBlame 43-53 32.40 37.57 30.88 0.19

Guardian Angel-No OverrideHumanCausal 41.60 33.22 42.10 31-74 0.91

Guardian Angel-OverrideCompanyBlame 44.20 30.42 39.31 31.10 0.27

Guardian AngelOverrideCompanyCausal 46.41 32.83 44.67 32.80 0.71
Guardian AngelOverride HumanBlame 27.69 23.81 22.72 25.04 o.16
Guardian AngelOverrideHumanCausal 27.37 24.82 20.72 23.44 0.06
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Table 5: Order Balance - AP and GA - Programmer

CaseQuestion First Mean First SD Second Mean Second SD ttest p-val

AutopilotNo OverrideHumanBlame 43.66 31-07 41-35 32.38 o.61

AutopilotNo OverrideHumanCausal 38.79 31.06 39-74 32.09 0.83
AutopilotNo OverrideProgrammer_- Blame 40.10 30.80 36.85 29.29 0.45
AutopilotNo OverrideProgrammer Causal 35-90 28-73 34-57 29.77 0.75

AutopilotOverrideHumanBlame 39.81 32.05 38.79 32.47 o.83
AutopilotOverrideHumanCausal 37-15 31-00 35-50 30-50 0.71

Autopilot-OverrideProgrammerBlame 34-52 30.63 25-05 26-30 0.02

Autopilot-OverrideProgrammerCausal 30-99 30.40 26.04 27.83 0.24

Guardian AngelNo Override-HLuman Blame 37-43 31-07 40-76 32.09 0.46

Guardian AngelNo Override-Human Causal 40.37 32.02 39-76 32.62 0.90

Guardian AngelNo Override-ProgrammerBlame 32.86 27.68 36-30 30-76 0.42

Guardian AngelNo OverrideProgrammeriCausal 33-97 29-57 39.63 31-56 0.20

Guardian AngelOverride-HumanBlame 26-36 25.54 30.08 28-54 0-34

Guardian AngelOverrideHumanCausal 28.73 29.07 28-75 29.23 1.00

Guardian Angel OverrideProgrammerBlame 36.71 28.74 43-74 28.16 0.09

Guardian Angel OverrideProgrammerCausal 39-49 31.87 46-39 31.31 0.13

Table 6: Order Balance - FA and RC - Car

CaseQuestion First Mean First SD Second Mean Second SD ttest p-val

Fully AutonomousNo Override_-CarBlame 33.14 27.54 35.89 29-36 0.50

Fully AutonomousNo OverrideCar.Causal 32.20 25.28 31.89 26-58 0.93

Fully AutonomousNo OverrideHumanBlame 25.18 23-96 17.34 20.72 0.02

Fully Autonomous-No Override_ Human Causal 23.24 23.68 15-72 20.27 0.02

Fully AutonomousOverrideCar__Blame 29-51 25.67 30.20 27.09 o.86
Fully AutonomousOverrideCarCausal 30-03 27.23 31-75 27.35 o.66

Fully Autonomous-COverride_.HumanBlame 22.04 23.00 12.08 15-56 0.00

Fully Autonomous_..Override_Human._Causa 23-40 24.52 13-91 18.74 0.00

Regular CarNo OverrideCarBlame 29.82 26-54 23-97 24.77 0.12

Regular Car-No OverrideCarCausal 34-59 28-58 29.20 28.07 0.19

Regular CarNo Override HumanBlame 34.64 27.86 35.66 31.16 0.81

RegUlar CarNo OverrideHumanCausal 35.61 27.79 39.89 33-32 0.33

Regular CarOverrideCarBlame 31.23 28.94 25-45 26.77 0.15

Regular CarOverride CarCausal 34-51 29-39 30.36 29.84 0-33

Regular CarOverrideHumanBlame 36-51 29-43 36.19 30-00 0.94

Regular CarOverride_.HumanCausal 34.20 27-53 30.84 28-43 0.40

Table 7: Order Balance - FA and RC - Company
Case-Question First Mean First SD Second Mean Second SD ttest p-val

Fully Autonomous__No Override.CompanyBlame 39-31 29-74 38.63 27.99 o.87
Fully AutonomousNo Override-CompanyCausal 36.99 27-13 36-49 26.48 0.90

Fully Autonomous No Override-HumanBlame 18-34 19-73 16-32 18.63 0-47

Fully Autonomous No Override-HumanCausal 19.25 20-51 15-91 19.65 0.25

Fully AutonomousOverrideCompanyBlame 35.83 27.62 34.19 26.41 0.68
Fully Autonomous_..OverrideCompanyCausal 34.18 27.03 34-30 27-33 0-97

Fully AutonomousOverrideLHumanBlame 21.44 23-76 16.57 19.53 0.13

Fully AutonomousOverride.LHumanCausal 19.38 22.00 19.08 22.18 0.92

Regular Car No OverrideCompanyBlame 32.29 28.15 32.06 27.22 0.95

Regular CarNo OverrideCompanyCausal 31.68 28.22 33.62 28.49 o.64
Regular Car No Override Human Blame 36.46 25.27 41.48 29-73 0.21

Regular Car No OverrideHumanCausal 39.82 27.00 41.48 30-78 0.69
Regular CarOverrideCompanyBlame 29.49 27-52 31.06 28.69 0.70

Regular CarOverrideCompanyCausal 30.86 27.91 33-10 29-37 0.59

Regular Car.Override.HumanBlame 35-05 25-03 39-94 29-51 0.22

Regular Car-Override Human Causal 36.44 26-52 38-74 28.76 0-57
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A.3 FULL RESULTS

Tables 8 and 9 show the full results for relative and absolute allocation.

Table 8: Full Results - Relative Allocation (Industry - User) of Causal Re-
sponsibility and Blame. The mean of per-participant difference be-
tween Industry and User attribution and the 95% confidence inter-
vals of the differences (between parenthesis) are shown for each of
the four automation paradigms: regular car (RC), Guardian Angel
(GA), Autopilot (AP), and fully autonomous car (FA). Results are
aggregated over Suboptimal Inaction (omission leading to death of
five people) and Suboptimal Action (commission leading to death
of five people).

Question Override RC GA AP FA

Causal Responsibility Suboptimal Inaction -7.17 -3-15 -3-95 15.68

(-10.75, -3-59) (-6.09, -o.21) (-6.78, -1.13) (12.72, 18.64)
Causal Responsibility Suboptimal Action -2.83 15-03 -8.98 13-32

(-6.3, 0-63) (12.25, 17.82) (-11.88, -6.07) (10-31, 16-34)
Blameworthiness Suboptimal Inaction -7.62 -2.02 -5.81 17.14

(-11.27, -3-97) (-4.88, o.84) (-8.69, -2.92) (13.99, 20.29)

Blameworthiness Suboptimal Action -7.71 11-56 -10.83 14.16

1 1_ (-11.24, -4.17) (8.82, 14-3) (-13.85, -7.8) (11.15, 17-17)
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Table 9: Full Results - Absolute Allocation of Causal Responsibility and
Blame. The mean and the 95% confidence intervals of the means
(between parenthesis) are shown for each of the four automation
paradigms: regular car (RC), Guardian Angel (GA), Autopilot (AP),
and fully autonomous car (FA). Results are aggregated over each of
the four agents: User, Car, Company, and Programmer.

Question Agent RC GA AP FA

Causal Responsibility Human 37.08 33-04 38.66 18.93

(35-04, 39.12) (31.3, 34-77) (36.88, 40.44) (17-39, 20.46)

Causal Responsibility Car 31.92 35.84 31.23 31-43

(29.06, 34.79) (32.66, 39.02) (28.26, 34.2) (28.81, 34-05)

Causal Responsibility Company 32.24 41-53 33.82 35-48

(29.4, 35-09) (38.47, 44.6) (30-99, 36.65) (32-79, 38.18)

Causal Responsibility Programmer 39.62 31-58

(36-53, 42.72) (28.68, 34-47)
Blameworthiness Human 36.9 32.48 40-95 18.84

(34.89, 38.91) (30.8, 34-17) (39.11, 42.78) (17-35, 20-33)
Blameworthiness Car 27-32 34.92 29-97 32.1

(24.67, 29.97) (31.82, 38.01) (27.1, 32.83) (29-39, 34.81)

Blameworthiness Company 31.2 39-91 34.29 36-95
(28.41, 33-99) (36.94, 42.89) (31-35, 37.23) (34-15, 39-75)

Blameworthiness Programmer 36.99 33.68

(34-13, 39.85) (30-75, 36.6)
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A.4 VIGNETTES

Figures 16 - 24 show the vignettes and the questions that participants
were presented with.

Hank Is driving a car with no passengers along the righthand lane of a two-lane mountainside road at the speed lImit Rounding a
band, he sees that five men are walking In the righthand lane a short distance ahead. He hits the brakes. but the brakes fall, and the car
is now about to run over and kit the five men. He can stit swerve off. and therefore has the ability to change lanes to the leilhvnd lane;
however, he sees that a man is walking in the lefthand lane, and changing lanes means the car would run over and kill the men.

If Hank changes lanes, the car will run over and kil the man.
.i H s not cI , the car will run over and kill the five men.I o .o . i

In fact, Hank deaded to not change lanes. The car Is still in the righthand lane. However, the car Is equipped with a self-drMIng robocar
software, which can override Hank's decision if the robocar deems it necessary to do so.

- If the robocar overrides, the car wit run over and kill the man.
Sif the robocar does not override the car will run over and kit the five men

In fac, !he robocar derined to not override.

Figure 16: Vignette for Guardian Angel with Suboptimal Inaction.

Hank Is driving a car with no passengers along the righthand lane of a two-lane mountainside road at the speed limit. Rounding a
bend, he sees that a man Is waling in the righthand lane a short distance ahead. He hits the brakes. but the brakes fall. and the car Is
now about to run over and kil the man. He can still swerve off, and therefore has the ability to change lanes to the lefthand lane;
however, he seea that five men are walking In the lefthand lane, and changing lanes means the car would run over and kil the five
men.

. If Hank chanqes lanes, the car will run over and kil the live men.
an, the car will run over and kill the man.

In fac H ank deided to not change lanes- The car is still In the righthand lane. However, the car is equipped with a self-driving robocar
software, which can override Hank's decision if the robocar dens it necessary to do so.

* If the robocar overrides, the car will run over and kill the five men.
. If the rooocar does not override, the car will run over and kill the man.

in tact the roDocar decided to overinoe.

Figure 17: Vignette for Guardian Angel with Suboptimal Action.
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The robocar (a etate-of-the-ri si-driving car) is traveling, with a sole passenger Hank, along the righthand lane of a bwo-lane
mountainside road at the speed limit. Rounding a bend, the robocar senses that five men are walking in the righthand lane a short
distance ahead. The robocar hits the brakes, but the brakes fall, and the car is now about to run over and kill the five men. The robocar
can still swerve off, end therefore has the ability to change lanes to the lefthand lane; however, the robocar senses that a man Is walking
in the lefthand lane, and changing lanes means the car would kill the man.

If the robocar changes lanes, the car will run over and kill the man.
. If the robocar does not cha lanes, the car will run over and kill the flve men

In fad, the robocar decided to not change lanes. The car is slt In the righthand lane Howeve there is an overriding option that can be
used by Hank to override the robocar's decision.

.If Hank overrides, the car will run over and kil the man.
If Hank does not override, the cr will run over and kill the five men.

In fact, Hank decided to not override.

Figure 18: Vignette for Autopilot with Suboptimal Inaction.

The robocar (a state-f-the-art self-driving car) is traveling, with a sole passenger Hank, along the nghthand lane of a two-lane
mountainside road at the speed limit. Rounding a bend, the robocar senses that a man Is walking in the nighthand lane a hort distance
ahead. The robocar hits the brakes, but the brakes fad, and the car is now about to run over and kill the man. The robocar can still
swerve ol, and therefore has the ability to change lanes to the lefthand lane; however, the robocar senses that five men are walking in
the lefthand lane, and changing lanes means the car would kill the five men,

If the robocar changes lanes. the car will run over and kill the five men.
If the robocar doesnot e lanes, the car will run over and kill the man.

In fact, the robocar decided to not change lanes. The car is still in the righthand lane. However, there is an overriding option that can be
used by Hank to override the robocar's decision.

* If Hank overrides, the car will run over and kill the five men.
. If Hank does not override the car will run over and kill the man.

In fact Hank deciaed to override.

Figure 19: Vignette for Autopilot with Suboptimal Action.
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Hank is driving a car with no passengers along the righthand lane of a two-lane mountainside road at the speed limit. Rounding a
bend, he sees that five men are walking in the righthand lane a short distance ahead, He hits the brakes, but the brakes fail. and the car
is now about to run over and kill the five men He can still swerve off, and therefore has the ability to change lanes to the lefthand lane;
however, he sees that a man is walking in the lefthand lane, and changing lanes means the car would run over and kill the man.

. If Hank changes lanes, the car will run over and kill the man.
* If Hank does not change lanes, the car wilt run over and kill the five men.

In fact, Hank decided to not change lanes.

Figure 20: Vignette for Regular Car with Suboptimal Inaction.

Hank Is driving a car with no passengers along the righthand lane of a two-lane mountainside road at the speed limit. Rounding abend. he sees that a man Is walking In the righthand lane a short distance ahead. He hits the brakes, but the brakes fall, and the car Is
now about to run over and kit the man. He can stil swerve ol, and therefore has the ability to change lanes to the lefithand lane;
however, he sees that five men are walking in the lefthand lane, and changing lanes means the car would run over and kill the five
men.

- if Hank changes lanes, the car will run over and kill the five men.
* If Hank does not change lanes, the car will run over and kill the man.

In fact, Hank decided to change lanes.

Figure 21: Vignette for Regular Car with Suboptimal Action.

The robocar (a state-of-the-art slf-driving car) Is traveling, with a soie passenger Hank, along the righihand lane of a two-lane
mountainside road at the speed lmit. Rounding a bend, the robocar senses that five men are walking In the righthand lane a short
distance ahead. The robocar hits the brakes, but the brakes fall, and the car is now about to run over and kill the five men. The robocar
can still swerve off, and therefore has the ability to change lanes to the lefthand lane; however, the robocar senses that a man Is walking
in the lefthand lane, and changing lanes means the car would kill the man.

* If the robocar changes lanes, the car will run over and kill the man.
. If the robocar does not change lanes. the car will run over and kill the five man.

In tact, the robocar decided to not change lanes.

Figure 22: Vignette for Fully Autonomous car with Suboptimal Inaction.
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The robocar (a state-of-the-ert self-driving car) Is traveling, with a sole passenger Hank. along the righthand lane of a two-lane
mountainside road at the speed linut. Rounding a bend, the robocar senses that a man is walking in the ighthand lane a short distance
ahead. The robocar hits the brakes, but the brakes fal, and the car is now about to run over and kill the man. The robocar can still
swerve off, and therefore has the ability to change lanes to the lefthand lane; however, the robocar senses that five men are walking in
the lefthand lane, and changing lanes means the car would kill the five men.

. If the robocar changes lanes., the car wit run over and kill the five men.

.If the robocar does not change lanes, the car will run over and kill the man.

In fact. the robocar decided to change lanes.

Figure 23: Vignette for Fully Autonomous car with Suboptimal Action.

Hank is

Not blame-worthy
0 10

Very blame-worthy
20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

To what extent do you think Hank caused the death of the five people?

Very ote Very much
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

The robocar is

Not blame-worthy Very blame-worthy
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

To what extent do you think the robocar caused the death of the five people?

Very little Very much
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Figure 24: Questions asked for the conditions where Agent is the Robocar.
Other cases replaced Robocar with Car (when the scenarios is
about a regular car, Robocar/car company, or Robocar/car pro-
grammer.)
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